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NCAA reform
New eligibility guidelines
wilt affect Eastern athletics.
P<!ge 12'A
"'

rber regains chief of staff position
AN KIEL
Student Senate approved
Gerber as chief of staff
sday night after several
to deny his reappointthe senate position.
ough Student Body Presa Price and Speaker of

the Senate Tony Wielt's attempt to
appoint Gerber lost approval by
the Student Senate by one vote at
the group's Jan. 8 meeting, Price
announced his reappointment by a
majority vote Wednesday.
Price and Wielt said they selected Gerber as their appointment
after interviewing four other
applicants for the position.

"Brett is still our choice for the
chief of staff position," Price told
the group before Gerber was
approved by the Student Senate.
"I think that the students of
Eastern deserve the very best person for this job and that person is
Brett (Gerber)."
Price said the reasons behind
the reappointment of Gerber

IWO weeks of controversy, Brett Gerber was reappointed as Senate chief of staff at Wednesday's meetr was dismissed from the position on Jan. 8 following controversy among Senate members who
Gerber was not performing his duties as chief of staff.
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ough the Board of Goverapproved the faculty's fourntract last Thursday, faculty
not be guaranteed the equity
s they negotiated for last
we get a budget that is less
the year before or a budget
ck ... we can re-open the
," said BOG spokeswoman
lie Brazell. "The guaranteed
increases may not be guar-

to be Jam mIn

in Lantz Gym
By TIM $HELLBERG
Staff editor

Eastern 's University Board will
bring the award-winning reggae
band Ziggy Marley and the Melody
Makers to Lantz Gym on Feb. 8.,
said Jason Dotson, UB concert
coordinator.
But Dotson also speculated
Marley and the Melody Makers'
perfonnance - which is scheduled
to start at 8 p.m. with reggae
recording artists the Borrow Band will not be the only VB-sponsored
concen of the semester.
"We hope to have two concerts
(this semester)," Dotson said
Wednesday afternoon. "This has
been the goal of the concert committee since we began (planning)
last semester."
According to Dotson, the contracts between UB and Marley and
the Melody Makers' management
was secured Wednesday.
"We (UB) received the (contract)
fax from William Morris Agency
(Marley and the Melody Makers'
agent) today," Dotson said.
Marley and the Melody Makers
will kick off its American tour at
Lantz Gym in support of Jahmekya, which was released in June,
1991. Ziggy Marley - the son of
l,egendary reggae artist Bob Marley
- won a Grammy award in 1988 for
Conscious Parry, which was
" Cominued 011 page 2
released in 1987 and featured the
•
1
top-40 single "Tomorrow People."
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~=atner members of the band
include Ziggy's brother, percussionist
Steven Marley; and sisters
through allocation, but it is affordCedella
Marley and Sharon Marley
able."
Prendergrast,
both background
Although the contract took
affect when board members singers.
Tickets for the concert - which
approved it at the meeting last
go
on sale at the Union Box Office
week , pay increases will be
at
9
a.m. Friday - will cost $5 for
retroactive to Sept. 1, when the
previous faculty contract expired Eastern students and $10 for the
and a contract extension was acti- general public.
"Basically we wanted to provide
vated.
(Eastern)
students quality entertain''Most people will not see (the
raise) in their paychecks until Feb. ment at an affordable price,"
l ," said Brazell, adding that uni- Dotson said.

l
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anteed if (the BOG) gets less
money."
Brazell said the BOG does not
plan to alter the contract in
response to the Illinois General
Assembly's recent budget cuts.
which Gov. Jim Edgar is expected
to sign. However, the contingency
clause in the contract, which
Brazell said is a "fiscally responsible" measure, may be used if any
call-backs or cuts to education are
issued.
The new contract will apply to
faculty at all BOG universities -

include the excellent job he has
done for the Student Senate in the
past, as well as his strength in
public relations.
"I think that he deserves the
position," said Student Senate
member Jeff Waldhoff. "He did
a good job last semester. His
experience and insight are
invaluab le to the (Student)
Senate.
"I know that some people had
differences with him in the past,
but I hope that we can put all of
that behind us now," Waldhoff
added.
'Tm very happy to have been
reappointed," Gerber said. 'Tm
proud of the work that I've done
s.o far, and I'm ready to get back
to the business of the senate."
Also at the meeting. Wielt
gave his state of the senate
address, which he pointed out
positive accomplishments of the
senate and plans for the spring
semester. Wielt commended the
senate for wbat he referred to as
"the excellent job" the organization did in handling the strike
threat last semester. "We did a
great job of keeping the students
informed," Wielt said.
Wielt said he wants the senate
to concentrate on student awareness and open communication
with the students. Wielt added
that he hopes to see a high voter
turnout for student government
elections this spring.

Ziggy_Mar1~v.

Eastern, Chicago State, Governors
State. Northeastern and Western.
The University Professionals of
Illinois, the union representing faculty at the five BOG universities:
ratified the contract earlier this
year. The four-year package allows
for $7 .2 million in salary raises and
equity increases.
Even though finances are tight,
Brazell said the contract is acceptable.
''We can live with (the contract),
mainly because we have to at this
point," she said. "It will be funded

versity employees are paid at different times of the month.

• Continued o~ page 2

8,800 a year spent on Board of Governors housing
well as the use of 15 meeLing rooms a year.
which, Brazen said, are "friri~e benefirs at no
cost to us."
Brazell said the hotel rooms are used to
house university representatives when they
have business in Springfield with the borutl.
..Many people from the university have m
vis.it Sprins.field. especially when (!he legis.lature) .is .in .session:· s11e said. adding that
che meeting rooms are used for board meetings.
Each of the five i.loiversities lraJlSfers. the
mone)i ,to the board office, Brazell said. so it
1s up to' rhe tndividuat univ11:tsi1ies to deter-
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FROM PAGE ONE
Gerber
" From page 1
The Student Senate also
approved the reinstatement of a
health advisory board Wednesday night. The board, which will
deal with problems students
have relating to health service.

was previously disbanded because of lack of attendance.
Student Senate member
Curtiss Cline surprised man}'
senate members when he asked
the senate for approval of his
resignation. Clines resignation
was approved. although many

senate members expressed their
shock at Cline's announcement
and their desire for him to reconsider.
Cline told the group he decided
last summer that he would resign
if he was not appointed to a committee chair position. Commitcee

chairs were announced to the
group Wednesday night and Cline
was not among the chairs
Cline s resignation sparked
much d1sc:ussion among the senate members about past and current internal problems within the
senate.

-

VISA

Tonight

Q.B.'s

Ziggy
ID's to make sure they're Eastern students,"
Dotson said. "We do that because they get a
break on the ticket prices."
Dotson also said students will need to
bring their Eastern ID's to Lantz Gym the
night of the concert. He also urged students
Lo "get tickets as fast as they can."

• From page I

"Yea, My Mom wears Lipstick,
cf~ I

How would you know?"

$ Buck Night II $
"You Can't Beat these Speclals

11

Open
9 to 1
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"JOURNEY OF THE DRUM MAJOR
Dreaming the Dream of
Martin Luther King."
A One Man Play
Performed by Craig Allan Edwards
Date: Jan. 30
Place: Grand Ballroo
Time: 8 p.m.
-- - Admission: $1

1111

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

••••
I
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$7.45
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week.
Offer Expires April 30. 1992.

c~~~
34s-1s1s

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING 'UP ORDER
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The Dally Eastem News IS pubished daily. Monday lhrough Friday. 1n Charleston. 1•noes. during tan and
spring semeslefS and twiCe weekly cLinng Ille sunvner term except runng school vacalJOnS or exaninallOOS. by Ille students of Eastem llllnoos UrM!rsity Sobscop6oo pnce: S28 p e r - · $15 lor summer only. $52 al year The Dady Easlem News IS a ment>er ol lhe Associated Press wt1iCh IS enlitled IO
exckJsive use of ~ aJ1ic:leS appeanng on lhis paper. The editorials on Page 4 represenl Ille mapnty opm·
ot the editorial board. all other opinion pieces are signed. The Dally Eastem News editorial and busi·
ness otfices are located In the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois lJnlverstty. Second class posiage paid
al Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894-1599.
Pnnted by Eastem llinos University, Charleston. IL 61920. Postmaster Send
•
:A~ address changes IO The Dally Easlem News, Room 127 Bunard Building.
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Easlem lllnois Ulll\lefSity. Charleston, fl 61920.
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Although Dotson said the concert committee has ''no idea" who they will get for
the next concert this semester. he said the
date for the second concert will most likely
be April 25, which is the same weekend as
Celebration weekend, he added.

"PA

· · · ·:· · c11ee1r:-ourspecta1s
and Giveaways
at Union Businesses
and $
Enjoy the Entertainment...

Carrie
Newcomer
Acoustic Guitar
rathskeller 12·1pm

James Wed ewood

*

aiOiii'iOSSiiiDftm
Shark

POOi
bowllng alley 11am·7pm

The
Passina
zone
world Champion comely Juggllng Team
.grand ballroom B:OOpm
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Night editor
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c center seeks costly decor
ERRY SIDWELL

pite ever-increasing budthroughout the universie Student Recreation
\\ill soon have $30.000
furniture.
rtionment Board Chair
Macaluso announced
Tuesday to purchase a
Streen TV. couches, tables
ts in addition to benches
basketball courts in the
ter.
at we're buying is very
to \\hat you' II find in the
Walkway," he said.
$30.000 will not come
Apportionment Board.
11 comes from a rec cenunt. which is made up of
r money from the recent
r semester student fee
. Macaluso said.
$55 fee increase was

Ste\•e Macaluso
the discussion and will not rule
on the request until it finishes
reviewing budgets and additional allocation requests.
"For us to spend the kind of
money Colbert 's asking for,
we'd want more results than it
being used once a year (for commencement).'' Macaluso said.
The possibility of buying
equipment for hanging speakers
for University Board concerts is
being investigated. although no
one actually knows what kind of
equipment 1s being considered
or if Lantz Gymnasium's structure can support hanging speakers. Macalu'o said. An unnamed
contractor allegedly said last
year sound equipment could not
be permanently hung in Lantz
because of structural weakness.
The exact amount of money

other business. the
1on-mcnt Board decided
rite a letter to Vice
nt for Business Affairs
Colbert in response to
uest for funds for a new
system
in
Lantz

tum.
bert a\ked for approx i$55 .000 from the AB
to purchase a new sound
for commencement,
'aid. The board tabled

needed for this project also
remains undetermined, he
added.
"As far as I'm concerned,
Colbert will come before the
Apportionment Board. I know I
won't even consider (purchasing
the sound system) until he or
someone else involved comes
here and answers rhese questions," AB Vice Chair Ron
Carmona said.
If a new sound system is purchased, one portion of the
money will be spent on speakers
and equipment for commencement. The other portion will be
spent on equipment ro hoist
hanging speakers and speaker
rental.
Macaluso also announced that
about 30 recognized studen t
organizations have requested
additional funding from the AB
reserve, but all were refused
because their requests did not
meet AB guidelines.
The Apportionment Board
guidelines state for recognized
student organizations to obtain
additional money, all of the
organizations' activities must be
for entertainment purposes,
Macaluso said. Funds cannot be
used to pay for banquets. prizes
or academics.
"Most of the organization'
wer.e 'ports clubs wanting all
kinds of things. but none met the
standards
for
funding."
Macaluso said.

MARK PORTER/Staff photographer

Eye opener
Dr. Paula Tricltler conducts a speech 011 AIDS titled Gender a11d
Serna/ Politics in the Cl1e1rles1011/Ma11oon Room of the Marf/11 l111her
K111g U11frersity U11io11 Wed11esda\' aftemoon. The speech was part of
this year's AIDS awareness campaign. which co11ta111s auil'itie.1 to he
held throughout the week..

Group to aid two members
with lawyer's expenses
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor

um to focus on the·effects of AIDS
IE SIMPSON

is a dii;ease that will affect everyone durlifetime. whether they contract it themor know someone who will, said Dr. Bud
. director of the Counseling Center.
of us will have contact with it in our lifeSanders said.
rs. along with three of his colleagues. will
forum 111led. "AIDS-An Open Forum." at 7
ursday in the Effingham Room of the
Luther King Jr. University Union.
ough this )Car it coincides \\Ith AIDS
s Week.. Sanders said the forum i' held
tr

do hold an annual forum to go over the
about AIDS) and to bring people up to
changes." Sanders said. "We hope to get
me of the students' reactions to Magic

•

•

Sanders said he thinks Eastern 's students are
pretty well informed about AIDS, but information
alone does not change people's actions.
The four speakers for the forum include
Sanders. Dr. Richard Larson, Kathy Reynolds and
Kip McGilliard.
Larson, who is director of Student Health
Services. said he will provide students With the
medical view of AIDS.
Reynolds, a public health nurse who operates
the Public Health Department, will inform people
on where they can be tested for AIDS.
"Testing is confidential and anonymous."
Sanders said. "She has the figures state\\ ide of
AIDS."
McGilliard. an associate professor in Zoolog).
will explain what a retro-\ 1rus 1s and the progress
that has been made for the vaccine.
"McGilliard can also talk on a personal level,''
Sanders said. "He lost a close friend to AIDS."

The United Student Union for
R acial Equality discussed its
plans for Cultural Diversity
Week at its 8 p.m. meeting in
the Sullivan Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The organization is a co-sponso r of the Cultural D1vers1ty
Week. which is set to begin
Monday. However, Matt Edwards.
president of the group. objected to
some events of the week such as
Hispanic and Afro-American
Days.
"I think this singled these
(racial) groups out for some special treatment," Edwards said.
Also at the meeting. Edwards
discussed co the four members
in attendance concerns about
raising funds for trial expenses
for members Montreal R. Wil-

Iiams and Jesse N. Jenkins.
Williams and Jenkins were
arrested on charges of battery,
disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest at Stu 's Bar. 1405 Fourth
St. on Nov. 23. Both men. who
are black. said they were allegedly attacked and beaten by 10
to 15 white men after attempting
to find the culprit who broke
Williams' glasses.
"We will try to raise some
money to help them with their
legal defense costs." Edwards
said.
The organization also announced its continued efforts to
open rhe Mrnority Admissions
Program to all students.
"We are attempting to arrange
a meeting with the chair of the
Council on Academic Affairs to
discuss what options are possible." said Audrey Edwards,
adviser for the group.

new members

rtar board society plans fundraiser, sends applications
ations have been distributed to

tern juniors informing them of
nunity to join the university's
chapter of Mortar Board. the
senior honor society.
6:30 p.m. executive meeting and
p.m. member's meeting, both on
ay. the chapter discussed applifundraiser and promotions for its
bapter's student exchange proations for acceptance to Morrar
ve been distributed and should be
to the group by Feb. 7. Members
chosen the week of Feb. 17 and will
sometime in March.

''

Th ey're (members) recognized for academic excellence, the potential for leadership and particiaption
in campus and community services.
Heidi Olson
Mortar board treasurer

''

To receive a membership application
to Mortar Board. student'> must have a
3.3 grade-point average and excell in
campu-, and community service).. Of the 405

possible applicants. nearly 30 will be chosen
by the 27 current members. according to
Heidi 01'.on. Monar Board treasurer.
"The) 're (members l recognized for

academic excellence. the potential for
leadership and participation in campus
and community services," Olson said.
In celebration of the national chapter's
75th anniversary, the Eastern Mortar
Board will hold its first bO\l. l-a-thon
fundraiser on Feb. 5. All members of the
group will be soliciting pledges based on
donations for each pin. Olson said.
Also discussed at the meeting. the tassels chapter of Mortar Board of Colorado
State University will be joining Eastem's
chapter to inform students about studying
abroad in Australia.
As a way of helping the sister chapter.
Eastern will be disrribut1ng posters
throughout campus. Olson said she ..., ill
begin distributing the pO\ters sometime
in 11arcb • .

o!~~ Eastern News

OPINION

Why not a month of history for everyone!
Only 37 shopping days tll
Women's History (correction
"Herstory~) Month and even
fewer until Black History Month.
So get out as soon as you can
because everybody knows how
bad the stores get during this
time of year. there is nary a place
to park in the entire mall lot on
the eve of either of these two
months. Damn those last minute
shoppers.
There has always been some- Winders
thing Inside me that felt empty
during these two months. Oh sure. I enjoy the festivities as much as the next guy (guy existing as a gender
-inclusive term for you PC lovers) but I feel a
bit...well...a bit sad. For I, J.A. Winders, do not have a
month set aside for my special time for others to
reflect on me.
That is why I now feel that it is time for me to jump
upon the "recognational month" bandwagon and have
myself officially proclaimed a month set aside for the
citizens of this strong and mighty nation to step back
and look at how I have bettered their life through
mine or to study my life and to learn from all I have
seen and done.
So I am using this opportunity to self-proclaim the
month of April, J.A. Winders History Month: J.A. for
Thirty Days.
Celebrations during the month of April, my month ,
J.A. Winders History Month, will include wide-spread
festivities all across this land including a great number
of activities on the beautiful campus of Eastern Illinois
University.
Among them are going to be a series of high-profile marches which will be lead by a flamboyant, outspoken, media-hogging Individual and since Jesse
Jackson was busy, I choose former St. Louis Cardinal
football player turned ABC announcer and chairman of
).A. Winders History Month ... Dan Dierdorf.
Also Included during the month will be a wide
range of speakers and honored guests invited to share
their stories and true-life anecdotes about me. Their
will be children laughing. dreamers dreaming. and
people dancing in the streets. On a special note, in
addition to the above activities. TBS will be airing a
42-part series entitled "JAW: One Man, One Dream,
and His Set of Colorful Pants.··
Some may call this event a self-glorifying. narcissistic, false vision of importance· but I don't see it that

J.A.

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Presidential
selection needs
•
campus voices
The search process to find a replacement for
President Stan Rives, approved by the Board of
Governors last Thursday, has the potential to
allow the campus community a strong voice in
the selection of Eastern's next president.
However, this voice only has meaning if
BOG Chancellor Thomas Layzell and the board
itself provide the 20-member campus advisory
committee with access to all applicants for the
position and if the recommendations of the
committee are heeded.
The advisory committee, whose membership of students, staff, administrators, an alumnus and a Foundation
board memt>:r will repre- - - - - - - · sent the variety of segments withf n the campus
population, is expected to be formed by April
t. The committee's chair, David Carpenter, who
will represent the Faculty Senate on the committee, is the only member who has been
selected to date.
According to the search plan, the advisory
committee will review resumes of applicants
that are sent to it by Layzell and will advise
him on which candidates it feels should be
considered further.
Then the committee will interview candidates selected by Layzell and will report to him
on the strengths and weaknesses of these candidates.
Layzell then selects a pool of three to six
finalists for the Board of Governors to interview
for the final selection.
Eastern· s president is ultimately selected by
the BOG and serves at the pleasure of that
board. Board policies make Layzell responsible
for "managing and directing" these searches.
Although the committee does not review all
candldate resumes,- BOG spokeswoman
Michelle Brazell said committee members
receive brief descriptions on all candidates and
can request that a candidate be added to the
resume or interview pool.
It is disturbing that the campus committee is
exposed to a pre-screened candidate pool.
Therefore, it is important that the chancellor
heed requests for more information on particular candidates made by the campus committee.
Although the board makes the final selection of the president, it is vital that our next
president be an individual that all of the campus' population, as well as the board, can live
with.

EditO rial

A president either is constant1y on top of events or, if he
hesitates, events will soon be
on top of him.
Harry S. Truman

From the Pen

•••

way. I am just taking my piece of the pie. This e
will be my "15 minutes of fame" each year, or
exactly my "30 days of fame" each year.
I will not rest, however, at just the simple glorifiQ
tion of my history and times. I have dwelling inside
me a strong moral tug to raise the consciencness
the American public to other great peoples.
Starting in 1992 the folllowing months have
set aside for each given Individual, group, or organ
tion.
May is now proclaimed Abe Vigoda History Mo
With this month comes the time for us all to re
upon the most loved lV character of all time... 8d
Miiier's fish.
June will be set aside as The Brady Bunch His
Month. This month was picked to commemorate
exact month of the haunting and for myself fearful
appearance of Bobby and Cindy in the Grand Cany
July, August, and September will be set aside
Three Stooges History Month. You pick which m
that you wish to go with which Stooge, mix

j

/.A. Winders is associate verge editor and a
columnist for The Daily Eastern News

Rich Bird and Mike Chamb

Today marks 19 years since the historical ruling In the
case Roe v. Wade, when the Supreme Court decided
that abortion should be legal. Now, 19 years after this
landmark case was dosed. women face the possibility
that this legal right will be taken away.
The other possibility is that the Supreme Court will
leave the decisions as to whether abortion should be
legal up to each state. This means that a woman in
Indiana, where abortion may not be legal, would have to
travel to another state to obtain what her state won't
allow her.
The issue here is complicated on many levels.
Whether abortion is morally right Is still being argued.
There is no way of choosing right or wrong on a moral
level, so the only way to look at abortion loglcally is to
approach it from a practical standpoint.
Let's face it-whether it is legal or not, some women
are going to get abortions. If abortion remains legal,
women will have the choice whether to carry the pregnancy to term. If they decide they are able to have a safe
operation in a hospital or clinic, under proper medical
supervision.
If the abortion ruling Is overturned or made legal only
in some state, then women who feel they must abort
their pregnancies will be forced into dangerous backalley abortions. They will risk their lives at the hands of
uncertified knife-wielders or doctors who will do anything to keep the source of their extra Income quiet.
The amount of abandoned children, already too high,
will Increase in drastic amounts. The amount of unadopt-

Guest Viewpoint
The Dally Illlnl
ed children will also increase. What resources
made available for these children, since state h
orphaned children are already suffering at the
massive budget cuts?
Are taxpayers willing to pay for the health,
education for the thousands of children born each
who will be abandoned by their parents? It's u
that people who are already felling the recession
at their wallets will be eager to adopt unwanted
dren-and not just healthy, racially pure children.
Don't forget about the babies born addicted to
babies with severe physical or mental disabilities,
children of color who are adopted as easily as
babies.
These Issues are not pleasant to think about,
complicated enough for a woman who is not pr
In a situation where she may not be able to, or
want to, have a child. So how can the male
Supreme Court possibility understand a woman"s
to choose? These eight men should remember the
time abortion come up that they are not cap
empathizing with a woman who. for whatever re
not ready to bring a child into this world.

-January 21,
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tate office hopefuls prepare for March primary
In the race for the I 06th
District General Assembly seat,
incumbent Mike Weaver faces
uh Illinois' new legislative Republican Dan Cornwell from
m place, candidates in the West York in Clark Cou n ty.
mg for three state offices Carolyn Brown Hodge, a Demomue to work for strong crat from Paris in Edgar County
·ngs in a March 17 primary.
runs unopposed in the primary.
didates were able to offiIncumbent Republican Harry
file for the primary under " Babe" Woodyard is running
new map beginning unopposed in the primary for
sday. Filing will continue th e 53rd Senate seat. Bill
gh Jan. 28 and a complete Warren, a Democrat from
1al list will not be available Georgetown in Vermilion
then.
County, will oppose him in
1e seats from Coles County November if no other candidates
are up for re-election include come forward.
General Assembly seat from
Most of the challengers for
061h District that is current- these state offices have tried to
Id by Mike Weaver, R- make fundamental political
ore. and the state Senate change a major part of their
from the 53rd District that platforms. Most candidates have
"Babe" Woodyard, R- said national health care, educaman. now holds.
tion and the economy form
hnois' 19th District U.S. some of the key issues for the
ressional seat, now occu- 1992 election.
by Terry Bruce, D-Olney.
A brief summary of each canwill be on March and didate's background and cammber ballots. The federal paign goals follows.
governing Bruce's seat was
Mike Weaver said education
ed 1n November and it will be among his top priorities.
s two Democratic incum- He has said he would like to
1ogether. Bruce is opposed find a way to take the funding
e primary by Glenn Pos- pressure for education off of
D-Carterville.
property laxes.
shard has served two cerms
Weaver is also sponsoring a
senting the 22nd District, bill to dissolve the Board of
of which was eliminated Governors and 1he Board of
the new map. placing it in Regents, dramatically reshaping
19th District. The I 9th the governance systems for
ict is now the largest leg- eight state universities. He lists
live district east of the several capital projects at Eastissippi River. Thirteen ern, including renovation of the
ties were added to it in the Buzzard Building and Booth
tricling battle. giving it a Library, as major concerns.
ot 27 counties - nearly
Ca r o ly n H odge. a former
fourth of the state, accord- broadcast journalism major at
o David Early. press assis- Eastem. has vowed to run what
10 Bruce.
she calls a middle class campublican Douglas Lee, an paign. with emphasis on middle
rney from Decatur, runs class economic concerns and an
posed in the primary next end to Springfield ·s "bureaufor Bruce's seat.
cratic system.

EIU LACROSSE CLUB

"The people I have talked to
basically feel like they're worse
off than they were before,"
Hodge said. "If that's the case,
then it's time for a change. I
think (Weaver) is just part of a
system that doesn't work anymore."
Hodge said that she thinks
part of the vorer dissatisfaction
that current office holders are
feeling stems from their tendency to vote with their personal
beliefs with little or no thought
to their constituents' opinions.
"If the public disagrees with
my point of view. I still have 10
represent
my people's views." Hodge
said. ··1 think that's part of 1he
problem."
Dan Cornwell was unavailable for comment Wednesday.
His home phone number is
unlisted and calls to Republican
campaign headquarters in
Springfield were not answered.
Cornwell will oppose incumbent
Mike Weaver on March 17.
Bill War r en , a businessman
with the Kirby Vacuum Company in Springfield, said jobs
and economic growth for central
Illinois were bis main concern.
"It should be fair trade, not free
trade," Warren said last week.
He disputed President Bush's
claim that four American jobs
are created for every. job U.S.
firms send abroad. "It's not the
same if all those jobs are at (a
fast food restaurant).
Terry Bruce, said he would
contin ue his agenda of the past

Tonite at

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

Everyone Invited!
NO Experience Necessary

For Information
Call Tom at 348-5413

SPECIAL
THE
TICKLER
BOUQUET
oble Flower Shop
-

345-7007

Come early!

and register to win the Genuine Draft "Florida Express"
Tonight's Specials: $1 Genuine Draft
and Genuine Draft Llght
other Bottles only $1 25

,

$2.50 Pitchers

r~/,1/ $1 Shots-Purple Hooters, Sex on the Beach, etc.
~

NO COVER

theJUNCTION
_ __...._ _ _ __
Union Bowling Lanes & Ree. Area
The JUNCflON offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,

6 billiard tables, video & pinball. and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this spring should stop by the JUNCTION
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMES •.•
6:30
6:30
4:30
7:00

Special Price

of $12.50

Mother's..

campaign funds.
He added chat he does not
accept special interest money or
extensively use congressional
mailing privileges unlike incumbent Terry Bruce. Poshard also
said that he has voted for the
balanced budget amendment.
B ruce voted again st the measure, he said.
Douglas L ee said one of his
primary concerns for the d istrict
lies in its increasing unemployment rate. He said Il l inois'
increasing unem p loyment rate
and the fact that the l 9th District's rate is among the highest
in the state would be his priorities. He added that education.
tax and health care reform
would be other main platform
planks.
Lee said he would lil<e to see
congressman give half of 1heir
salaries back to their district!>.
He said he plans to pursue legislation reducing congressional
salaries if elected.
Lee added that he challenged
Terry Bruce to give back all the
campaign funds he has received
from political action committees. Lee said he estimated in
November that Bruce held more
than $650,000 from special
interest groups.
" I am confident it's much
more than that by now," Lee
said. "There really seems to be
an anger (among voters); our
campaign is out there to try and
change that.
Lee said he was confident he
could win in an incumbent-dominated political environment.
"When I am elected I will be
the voice of the people, not special interests," he added. "We
may not have a war chest but we
can win the war against a
Congress that is clearly out of
touch."

FREE Burgers & Dogs til 10 pm
also win a Lite Beer T-Shirt

TONIGHT 7:00 p.m.
Shelbyville Room (Union)

seven years serving as Illinois'
I 9th District congressman.
Bruce said he will campaign on
his previous record. Bruce
echoed other candidates' concerns for health care, the economy and education.
"It's clear that health care
pol icy is misdirected," Bruce
said in a written statement. "In a
nation which has determined
tha1 criminals have a right to a
lawyer, we have yet to recognize that every American has a
righ1 to basic hea\ch care."
Bruce also ranks environmental reform as one of his concerns. He is a member of the
House Energy and Commerce
Committee, the House Health
Subcommittee and the Science.
Space and Technology Committee.
Bruce said his amendments to
the national energy strategy
have already been adopted and
tha1 two more or his coal-related
measures are still before Congress.
G lenn Posha rd . a former hist0 ry and government teacher
and two-term congressman. has
long been an advocate of universal health care and said he
plans to take that issue to Washington if he is elected. Poshard
said he thought most incumbents had "pushed 1he health
care question to the back burner." He supports a system that
would collect taxes for health
care nationally and allow the
federal government to distribute
the funds according to individual state contracts.
Poshard said he was dissatisfied with Washington's current
system of partisan politic'> especially where fundraising ic; concerned. He complained that the
strategy now is for incumbents
to force any challengers out of
the race financially with large

p.m. & 9 p.m........Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m........Tuesday Night COED
p.m...................... Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.
p.m. ..................... Wednesday '\light Men (Doubles)

Location ... North end of UNION STATION
Hours ••• l\1-TH ................ 9:00 a.m. - 10::30 p.m.
F ........................ 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.111.
Sat. ..................... 2:00 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
Sun .................... 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

1:-====-

UNIO
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Union Bookstore
Software Demo
9am -3pm

Featuring:
Voice Navigator by Articulate Systems
Lotus 1-2-3
Ziff Davis Press

Drawing for the following software:
Professional Write
Lotus Magellan
WordF'erfect OfficeWrite Now

~

Study Smart with Cliffs StudyWare

GrandView
RightWriter
Lotus Freelance
SAM

••The Lotus Bonus''
Free with the purchase
of Lotus 1-2-3 for
DOS 2.3 or 3.1 +

~·
I

r

"The Lotus Bonus" includes:
+FREE ...
Symantec. Squeeu and Outliner
• Sym•ntec. SQZ!'" s.ves sprtadshttt filfS in•
format tNI "up t o 95~ smaller than regular \.2·1
fllM. so you can stretch di!ik. spac~ to the maximum.

To do your best on your Graduate Management Admission Test,
study smart with Cliffs StudyWare. This Cliffs Test Preparation
Guide with interactive computer software is the most complete
study system available.
+Available for ACT. SAT. GMAT. GRE and LSAT
+ On-screen questions + Mouse compatible/ pull-down menus
+ Fun and easy to use + Color graphics
+ Compatible with VGA, EGA, CGA and Hercules

CS!illl3~tr
University Union
Bookstore

• Outhner1 • by Symantec: makei it e1Sy to creatt
summary views of your <preadsh. .1 with only a
kty>trok• - <ollapse rows to show only subtotals
collapse <olumm to show only quantn.

+FREE . . .
The Lohu Cuatomi:t:ed 'hmplate•
5'!-.len 1empt1t., useful ev•rydq.
,.,.l'JIT'l .~11tl"r. T"''"°' r,., .trr. Add,_

Utt,.,
Wr.ur g..,,,.,. ..- lit.. ,"ll>fh Ah!H. tttfd £..qw..,,.1t....,., ..

+ FREE . . . SmorlPica Sample Paclr
Lctus
1·2·3 FCllDOS I ffWi~
n., "'"''"'""',...,.r.~- VERSOtU<M31+

S,,,.rtf>i<s•• Sompte Pack Include< fifty, full «>lot
vector <lip • rt images to enhance your next
spreadshe..t or rePQrt.

+ FREE . .. CompuServe
lntrodu<tory mernbersh1pw1th a $15 usage""""
from the WOtld's lorgfSt penonal 1nformation

Lotus

+ SAVINGS . •. On Logitech

The worlds most popular
spreadsheet is giving you a "Bonus"!

s20 ...ii.to on a Logrtt<h Mouse,,,.n•• Cordlw
Radio Mouse and a SS rebate on logit«h
Mouseman High Resolution Ergonomk Mo<M.

Available at

t;iil_ __..
l!J ~-

University Union
Bookstore
Burry - Limited Quantity Ar.iailoblel
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AA to discuss
re curriculum
plementation
ELDON BOYD

Thursday, January 23, 1992

Cultural Diversity Week .
to be discussed by HSU
By CATIE BURKE
Staff writer

writer

The Council on Academic
airs will discuss a report on
implementation of the core
·culum at its weekly meeting
y.
The council will meet at 2
m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
m of the Martin Luther King
University Union.
Ken Sutton. CAA chair, said
council will discuss a report
Glenn Williams, vice presiof student affairs, concemg what they have done to
lement the integration core
general education.
The university began phasing
implementation of the core
iculum in the 1991 fall
i.er. According to universiplans. the core should be fully
menced by next fall.
Some members of the univerhave shown concern with
lffiplementation of the core
the university received no
tional funding from the state
begin adding the extra coursDiscussion of the core has
on the agenda of several
It} Senate meetings.
Sunon also said the Council
Academic Affairs will discuss
talog changes, as well as
ges for history majors.

The Hispanic Student Union
will discuss its involvement in
Cultural Diversity Week at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Greenup Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
HSU presidenr Jay Martinez
said the group has invited poets
Gregorio Gomez and Luis
Rodriguez to give poetry readings
and to lead "a discussion of culture, political and social conditions" in the United States for the
event.
Each organization participating
in Cultural Diversity Week will

have an awareness day much like
Hispanic Awareness Day, HSU
vice president Karen Medina said.
During Cultural Diversity
Week the Hispanic Student Union
will participate in all events
including window painting, food
sampling from different cultures
and a panel discussion about cultural diversity, Medina said.
The group will also accept
nominations for new officers and
plans to hold an election for a
new presiden t, vice president,
secretary and treasurer at its meeting Feb. 6. Martinez said.
"We are looking for people to
step up in our organization to
carry on, Martinez said.

THIRSTV'S
ALWAYS #1 ON THURSDAY!

DRAFTS••.••..•....•.. 25~
THE BIG
PITCHER.•.••.....•.• $2.00
LONGNECKS ...• • ..... 50~
HOT DOGS • • • • • . • . • . • .1 0~
BEST SPECIALS IN TOWN!

Retreat plans on schedule
By NANCY CHIAVOLA
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association
will discuss plans for a retreat and
conference at its 5 p.m. meeting
Thursday in the Pemberton HaU
Lounge.
RHA Secretary Connie Catanzaro said the organization has
plans for a retreat at Camp New
Hope in Mattoon from Jan. 31 to
Feb. 2. Catanzaro said the retreat
will be a great opportunity for RHA
members to get away and unite
with one another.
Maggie Kossman, national com-

munications coordmator. said the
group will also discuss the upcoming Illinois Residence Association
Conference. The conference takes
place at about 14 Illinois universitjes. including DePaul, Western
Illinois, Northern Illinois, Southern
Illinois and Bradley universities,
Kossman said.
Twenty-five RHA members representing each university wi ll
"share ideas to help leadership in
the schools and on campus,"
Kossman said. She added that
Eastern will be nominated for the
School of the Year award for the
state of Illinois.

Restaurant & Catering

WEEKEND BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Breakfast Served
Saturday 7-11 :30 am
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm
7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square)

345-7427
Open 7 Days A Week

1111> ANNIJ•\L CHflillATION!

DENNIS RAHIIM WATSON
Multiculturism;
Diversity, Leadership, Power

Executive Director

of
National Black Youth Leadership Council
THURSDAY
EAK NIGHT
8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
omemade Fries, Slaw

Date: Jan. 27
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: University Union Ballroom
Admission: $1

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

OKTDKAFf
DAY
All lmport Drafts

$1.50
Woodpecker Cider,
Quinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale

Kitchen Ho u rs

=

!lon.·fri. I I a.m. - 9 p.m.
sat. 11 a.m. - .3 p.m.
Bar Hours

II a.m.-1 a.m.

·

Read
the Daily
stern News

MANAGEMENT GROUP
1509 S. Second St.

Royal Heights Apartments
*OPEN HOUSE FOR FALL LEASING*
Saturday, January 25 1-5 pm
• Deluxe 3-Bedroom Apts
• Great Location (Behind White Hen)
• Fully Furnished
• 1 112 Baths
• Garage Parking Available

Call Now!

348-531 2 or 1-356-8888

,_.........

~.,..,....,cr.ac.,..

..................
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Sell Your Unwanted Items in the
Daily Eastern N e~1s Classifieds

a

THURS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

DAY
JAN. 23, 1cy:;z

THEDAILY EASTERN NEWS

CtAssrmo

I

ADVERTISING

---------~l
RESUMES-CUSTOM
PRINTED
RESUMES WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF TYPESTYLES, FOR·
MATS AND PAPER AVAILABLE.
PATION PRINTING & OFFICE
PRODUCTS. 418 WEST LIN·
COLN. CHARLESTON 345·
6331.
2/4
THE p=E=R=FE~c=T=s~V~A~L~E~N=T~IN.E'S
DAY GIFT-Video Valentines!
Made with your favorite photos
and music combined with animations on a videotape. Call for
details and a FREE kill 1·800·
807-8119.

The Dally Eastem News
cannot be responsible for
more than one days Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581·2812.
A corrected ad wlll appear
In the next edition.
All classlfted advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next days publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the fol·
lowing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submit·
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised. reject·
ed. or canceled at any dme.
The Ddlly Eastem News
assumes no liability if for
any reason It becomes necessal)' to omit an advertise·
ment.

---------~215

H£LPWANTED
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Devel·
opmental Trainers needed to
work with developmental disabled
adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICA·
TION and BENEFITS PROVID·
ED. Full and part -time , start
$4.60 hr. Apply m person at 738
18thSt
1131
EA~
S~
Y~W
~O
~
R~
K ~!E
=-x~c=E=-L--=
L EN=
T-PA Y!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL TOLL FREE HlOO·
467-5566 EXT. 9202.

DIRECTORY

--=--=-=..,,....,,..-...,,..,,.,,..,,-,,,.1123

Omato

MALE EXOTIC DANCERS. Experl·
ence not necessary, but preferred.

TRAVll

345-1369

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24

TRAINING/ ScHOOLS

Hur WANTED

Skilled dancer to teach local
teenager social/rap dance. Excel·
lent pay. Phone 967-5605 after
6:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/28
Monicals Pizza is looking for a
few part-lime delivery drivers.
Must be insured with excellent
dnving record and over 18 years
old. Please apply at 909 18th St..
1n Charleston north of the high
school.

WANT£0
AOOP110N
RID£S/ RlDERS
ROOMMATI.S

FOR Rf.NT
FOR SALf.
L OST

II...__H_EL_P_W_A_NTE
_o___.I ..._I_ f_oa_ R
_£NT
_ ____.I l____F_OR_ R
_E_NT__

··My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call345·1150

POLICY

SuviC£S

SERVICES OHEIW>

&. FOUND

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1123

A NNOUNa.Mf.NTS

BIRCH TRAIL CAMP, N .W .
WISC. looking for committed and
enthusiastic women who like
working wl kids. We need con·
selors and activities instructors
for water skiing, sailing, windsurf·
Ing, dance, gymnastics, tennis,
photography, art & crafts, archery
and riding . Also, needed canoe
and backpack trip leaders, secre·
taries, nurses, cooks, and kitchen
helpers. Mld·June, Mid-August.
Top pay & transportation
allowance, room & board. On
campus Interview s . Contact
Richard or Mary at 4 14 ·962·2548
_________
1~1

HELPI
HELPI
HELP!
Science/Math majors needed to
volunteer at science expo,
Expanding Your Horizons· ,
aimed at keeping 1r. htgh girls
interested in the science fields on
Saturday Feb. 22 Call Lori
(2605).
1127

CLASSIFIED

MALE AOOMMATE WANTED,
FOR A 2BR APT. SPRING
SEMESTER 348·7746 DAYS

________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1124

2 Female Subleasors needed
immediately. Cambridge. Fur·
nished. l 1/2 baths, large kitchen.
348-7881

-

1/24

Female roommate needed now or
summer semester to share nice 1
bedroom apt. $158 all utilities.
Call 348·8612.

ACROSS
t Bearing

s A first name in

Ao FORM

Students 0 Yes 0 No

Ad to read;

photography
10Pull for
14 - - account
t s Italian white
wine
1eMeanee
17 Us ed (to)
ttA P I hom e
20 W eapons fo r
neg o tiation
22 Bran sourc e
23 Cubic meter
2• Palatial
protecti o n
28 Turnovers
21 Vintner 's shady
spot

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
an event schedule lor Thursday should be submitted as a Ca
by noon Wednesday (Thursday 1s the deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday event.) Clips submitted alter deadline WILL NOT be
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Cl p that 1s Illegible or
confllchng information well not be run .

32 Rate-fixing
agcy.
33 Eve' s opposite
34 Erot1c
35 Partnership
37 Rode
38 H ebrew letters
31 Erect
40 Far from smt.
41 · -- luego •
•2 St1tched
43Grouch
44 " -- a G ir l
... For e ach
•1Some
ec o nomic
d ow n ers
M Vehicle fo r
Hirsch
SS Interrupts

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
--=-......:.;.-"-_C.ompositor - - - - -

no. wordSidays _ _ _ _ _-'Amount due;$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0 Check

EIU LACROSSE CLUB will have an Informational meeting ton
7:00p.m. in the Shelbyville Rm. of the Union. Everyone interested
ed, no experience necessary!
ROTC will have a lab today at 1500 in the Union Gallery. Squad I
&C. Uniform Is BDV's.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have initiation tonight at 7:00p.m. in the
la/Tuscola Rm. Actives please attend
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Jewel Pin Ceremony ton
7:00p.m at the Charleston Inn Congratulations new actives
pledges If!
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION Will have a meeting tonight at 7:
in the Greenup Rm. The hlspanic student union will have a mee
members are urged to attend
RHA will have a meeting today at 4:20p.m. at PEMBERTON
Early dtnne< followed by a meeting at 5:00p.m. Everyone welcome!
INTERVAR SITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet ton
7:00p.m. 1n the Charfest001Mattoon Rm. of the Union. Roger
from Campus Christian Fellowship will speak on "The Taming
Tongue• Bnng your friends' NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME'
PHI GAMMA NU ACTIVES wiU have a meeting tonight at 5:~
Lumpkin Han Rm 017. Look Sharp••
PHI GAMMA NU PLEDGES wilt have a meeting tonight at 6:
Lumpkin Hall Rm. 017. Formal attire. There will be a speaker!
SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY will have informal Rush t
6:00p.m. at the Alro·Amencan Cultural Center. For more tnf
please contact Wendy Lewis at 581 ·2067.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Wiii offer Sacrament of Reco
today at 3.30·4:30p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS has a Bowling Entry Deadline
Entries will be taken from 2· 11 p.m . at the Ree. Sports Office
SAC Lobby. Please register with a validated student ID.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS has a Raquetball Entry Deadline
Entries will be taken from 2·11p.m. at the Ree. Sports Ott1ce
SAC Lobby. Please register with a validated S1udenl ID.
ENGLISH CLUB will have a weekly meeting tonight at 6:00p.m
Student Lounge, Coleman Hall, 3rd floor

any event All Chps should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
otf1ce by noon one business day before the date ol the event E

Under Class1hcation of: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 Cash

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each conseculfVe day
thereafter Students wrth valid ID 15 cenls per word li!St day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word min11T1Um Student ads rrost be paJd in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit Of refuse ads considered hbelous
or In bad taste.

s& Expanse
57 Take a powder

sa · The -

- love·

59 H e wrote "The
H igh and the
M ighty•

ao Icela nd ic
litera ry wor ks
11 AFB en listed
man

DOWN
1 A son of Lo t
2 Uama leader o f
o ld
3 Makes inro ads
•Nutty
confectio n
5 - - spumante
e H igh time fo r
mad dogs
7 Geisha g uita r
I O ccasions
tShelf
10 Vexed
11 C u ltural lead-in
12 Jockey's aid
13 lvones
11 Convened
21 Lu nar sup er
bowl
24 Hebrew p ro p het
2SFla. city
2e Nursery
assemblage
27 Collector from
John Q.

29 D egas sub1ects

45 Walk leisurely

30 End

. . TD sextet

31 Actress W enona
33 Hudson branch
34 Actor Penn
36 Glasses
specialist
37 Novel
nTiretype
42Caught
'3 Darkens

47 Dateless
"

H o m e o f lnsh
kings

'9 Plow pullers

JANUARY

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAN0-7,

6:00
6 : 30
7 : 00
7 :30
8:0 0
8:30
9:00
9 : 30
10: 00
10: 30
11 : 00
11:30

Inside Edition

News

N"IQ!lt Court

Entnt. Tondlt

News
Mamed

COsby

TOl> Coi>s

Columbo

17

em WQl1d

Cneers

Wings
LA Law

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN·10,

Sportscenter
Co leoe B-ball
S M1SS1SSippt

MacGyver

Orea.'11 cl Jea.'le

Murder She

Movie Da'lCers

Pnmellme
Lrve

urrent Affair
Hard Copy

WILL-12,

12

TniS Old House

LouiSV;

Yankee Worl<Shop

Colege B B

Reports ol Sec
ofDetense

Si:eetStor.es

Knots Land ng

9

LIFE-13

Fox 8,

55

LA Law
~I Saw

S1mpsons
Drexe s Class
Beve!lyH

What you Did

90120

Can Be Told

News

LaSale at

Mys18')''

Temple
ourt

PWS

Lale Night

50 lnto xicati
PolyneSJan
drink
51 --0UI
(supplem
52 "Turandot
character
53Tizzy

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1·
5656 {75t each minute).

THURSDAY

00!

ONE BEDROOM APAATM
Ideal for 1 Of 2 persons. Near
pus. 345-2416.

CAMPUS CUPS

,--..,...,....-.,.--=---""""'l '24

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Person accepting ad -

Efficiency avallable 1mmed1ately
581 ·5627 ask for Mike alter 5.
-----~~~~1a4

Looking lor a Roommate? Here's
where to find one! Advertise 1n
the Daily Eastern News Classi·
fieds l Do 11 today• You won 't
regret 11.
t 23

Address: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

- -- - -- -

1~1

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR 3
BEDROOM HOUSE SPRING
SEMESTER, OWN ROOM. $100
+ UTILITIES. CALL 345· 7256
AFTER 6.00P.M.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ________

Phone:

-----,...-..,..~..,.-.......,-·5 ' 1

Now renting for fall-2 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913·917 4th St. 345-2231.
5/1
-, ..,.
b.,..
lo_ck_ n-o rt
-=h-of.,..K'""'"r-a...,ck,...e-rs-·-1""'108·
111 4 4th St. 10-month leases.
August 1-June 1, $135 per per·
son. 3 bedroom apartments,
groups of 3 only. Paid by
semester. Call Jan or Charlotte
at Eads Realtor. 345·2113.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
OLDTOWNE APART M ENTS
FOR RENT. '92·'93. FOUR DIF·
FERENT LOCATIONS. 345·
6533.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _5/1

RooMMAns

Eastern N ews

Th e
oauy

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER, AND FALL PHONE
348-7746.

FOR RENT

Love Conoedion

Sportscenter

MacGvver

KOjak

JohnnyB
Night lJne

Star Shot

Equalizer

MoVte

Next Generation
Speooer For

Star Trek The
Wl<RP
V.OrJl
Hire
Arsel'Mo Hall
Gary Shandhng
Molly Dodd
Party Mach ne

cam011

G I Diary
Beyond2000

Utile House

o.1 Pra.ne

Coast IO Coast

Combat
HS Spotts
Film

Emperors
Movie

HURSg

CtASSIFIED .ADVERTISING
___f_oa
_ R.
_£N
_ t_..
close to campus furnished
for 1991-92 school year.
ple per bedroom, 10 1/2
lease, $165/mo. 345-3148

s.

511
"'"'T;::-w-o-,-:::T:-hr_e_e_
, -=&~F==-o-u-r-=bedapartments, houses, for
sd1ool year. 345·6621 (if no
er leave message} 348-

one bedroom apartments 7th quiet area, reasonable
10 month lease. Aug. 1 to
1 call 345-7387, 5-7 p.m.
1/24
==-:-H,-ou_s_e-s.-=5=-b:-e-d:-ro_o_m_s 314
3bedrooms 160611 th,
tllh. 121 O 3rd, 1036 2nd,
415 Harrfson. Call 348-5032.

213

=-e=-=E==o-=R=oo=:-::M-:A'""P'"'A""R::;:T:-;M:;:.-E'.NT.
3 persons needed. Near
. 345-2416.
1/24
""o=N-:-cP=-A"""R'""K:-Ac-::P::-:A-::R=T"""M=ENTS.
leasing for Fall. Two bedcompletely furnished. Cell' very nicely decorated.
to EIU. Water, garbage,
e. TV included in rent. 1O
lease. $160 each for three.
tgr !\'!O. a.4-5-4-508.

$90 to $150 per student per
month. Apartment six blocks lrom
campus. Laundry. four to five
bedrooms. four to six people,
$675 per month. Two bedroom.
two to four people $360 per
month. Efficiency $120 per
month. Available summer and
fall 234·4831. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1130
LOOKING FOR THE BEST
APARTMENT? TRY US! OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT 3450LDE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
2 bedroom Townhouse for 4 people: $170 each, plus special available. 345-2363.

1/23

~F::-o-r=R-en....,t....,1-=99"'2"""-"'93:::---school

-4 bedroom, 1-3 bedroom
be expanded to 5 bedand 1 2 bedroom eHicien-·
ess than 1 block from
9 1 2 month lease 3481/31
~AT=-:1-=-077
N--=B-=o-=-N"'"u'""s:-.-=s I G N
V SPONSORED BY BRITRIOGE HOA-CALL FOR
ILS C21 WOOD 345JIM WOOD, B.R. HOA

~--:--::-'.:--:---2121

m apt.. 3 to 4 persons.
9th St. Close to campus.
newly remodeled for '921year. 10 month lease.

5848.

APPLE MAC, 512K enhanced
with imagewriter printer, mouse,
and hundreds of dollars worth of
software. Call Ron at 348-7832
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
1992 NUDE COED CALEN·
DAR.. .featuring nude Illinois college women. MAIL $9.95 to:
COED CALENDAR, P.O. BOX
434 E, DEKALB, IL. 60115
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
TWO A IRLINE TICKETS TO
HONOLULU AVAILABLE FOR
RIGHT PRICE. SOME RESTRICTION. FOR INFORMATION
_ _ _ _TONY
_ _345-7836.
_ _ _1123
CONTACT
Waterbed with mirrored bookcase
headboard like new, padded
siderails and mattress pad. Price
negotiable. Call 8-5 p.m. 2353131
.,,_
_Ex.
_233.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23

EUROPEAN TAN SPA HAS A
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL.
CALL 345-9111+1
_ _ _ _ca1 /23.27 .28,29,31
EUROPEAN TAN SPA HAS A
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL.
CALL 345-9111+1.
_ _ _ _ca.1/23,27,28.29,31
EUROPEAN TAN SPA HAS A
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL.
CALL 345-9111+1
_ _ _ _ca1123,27.28,29.31
ANY STUDENT INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A NON·SENATE
COMMITTEE
MEMBER
SHOULD APPLY IN 201 UNIVERSITY UNION. DEADLINE IS
JANUARY 25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
Interested in becoming a Student
Senator? Student Gov t is
appointing Senators to fill 3
vacancies. Any Students Interested are urged to apply in Room
201, University Union. Deadline is
Jan. 25.
1/23
S~P~R~l~N~G~B~R~EA-K~.~92-W~IT=H~COL-

LEGE TOURS CANCUN $429,
AIR, HOTEL, PARTIES, NIGHT·
LY ENTERTAIMENTI CALL FOR
MORE INFORMATION, AND
RESERVATIONS TERESA 1800-395-4896.
_ca1/21-31, 2/4,6,10,12,14,20
DAYTONAI PANAMA CITY!
YOUR CHOICE $2491 LOWEST
PRICES, HIGHEST QUALITY
GUARANTEED. FILLING FAST.
FRANK 348-0783.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
All Chapter Greek Week Chairpersons-The first Greek Week
meeting wlll be Thursday. January 23rd on the 3rd floor of the
Union,
___
at 8:00
__
p.m.
_ _ _ _ i12a

KDRINFORMALRUSH.WED
AND THURS. AT THE PHI SIG
HOUSE IN GREEK COURT
FROM 7:00-8:00. FOR INFORMATION OR RIDES, CALL 3480783.
1 23
STUDENTS Interested in serving
on the STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE BOARD please contact the
Student Government office at
581 ·5522, 201 Union
1 27
Congratulations REBECCA
BUSHONG on receiving he
honor of Lambda Ch Sweetheart
for lhe second lima Love, your
Alpha Phi sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123
Jordan, you're a great Alpha Phi
party pall Have a great day
sweetie! Love Tamee.
1 23
AMY WARD-CONGRATS ON
JR. PANHELL DELEGATEll!
GET PSYCHED FOR SAT. AND
SUN.I A-PHI LOVE, EILEEN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
MARIANNE TEMPLE-Congratulations on getting pinned to
CHR IS KRATZ of Sigma Chi.
Your A-Phi sisters are so happy
for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1123
Heather, It's your secret pal
again! You are an awesome
friend and Alpha Phi sister! Love,
Jackie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
JEFF WHITE-Happy Birthday!
Happy 211 Happy Birthday! From
Jeff and Jenny.
-----'o.,..__ _ _ _1123
Devon Rawles: Keep smiling.
Your a great Alpha Phi pledge
buddle to know Kim Weller.

t!2a

C:n.i!llr'\ft Drftt"lla, trJnn tA Do.nftft'lot"ll
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City. Lowest prices available.
Beach Front. For more Information call Kim or Kristen 581-8014.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Stereo in great condition,
includes: intereorated receiver.
cassette deck, turntable, four
speakers and cabinet. $395. call
348-8174 after 5:00 p.m
----~-,---~~2~
1987 TOYOTA COROLLA SR-5.
5-speed, 66,000 miles AMIFM.
excellen1 condition. $3.400 negoliable 345-4471 .

-----~----5/1

For Sale: Psych wkbk $10.00
Phone 3192 after 7:00p.m.

r

THEDAILY EASTERN NEWS

___...I I ANNOUNCEMENTS I I ANNOUNCEMENTS I I ANNOUNCEMINTs I I ANNOUNC£M£NTS I

FOR SALE
--:-~---.,...-1~4

DAY
JAN. 23, 1992

LOST &. FOUND

LOST: men's gold wedding band,
Si~e 12 or 13. SENTIMENTAL
VALUE. Please call 348·8412 ii
found .

~--------1123

Found: Tan Aussie-type hat.
Claim at Dally Eastern News
office.
1124
Found woman's wedding band ln
Stlx on 1-17. Call Chris 345-5632.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1'27

~LA~S~T~C~H~A~N~C~ETO-J~O~IN-Al-PHA
FREE TANS. Saturday 25th.
Sunday 26th, to introduce our
PHI OMEGA. Short Info, meeting
new tanning bed. Location and
at 6:30p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
special prices. Call Thursday or
Rm. Initiation starts at 7:00p.m.
Friday 5p.m.·8p.m for appt.
Questions call Kris (345-3185) or
Jamaican Tan 348-0357.
Sue (345-1267).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1124
1/23
MARY, SAM. JEAN, MARK,
HEY ALPHA PHIS! Gel those
KAREN, STEVE. SEE YOO -AT- dates for pledge dance Sat\Jfday.
TED'S TON1GHT 'QB'S AND'NO ... Se~ you at Reflecuons.
1/23
COVER. COME SEE DJ. SCOTT
EDMUNDSON.
ASA PLEDGES· Keep striving
------~-~1/23
toward ac11valionl Love. the ASA
PARTY-QUARTER BEERS. NO
ACTIVES
COVER ALL NITE, $1 .00
1123
AMARETTO SOURS. SCREW·
EIU Eventsful Calendar Books on
DRIVERS, ETC. COME SEE DJ
sale for $1 for Student Apprec1aSCOTT EDMUNDSON.
t1on Dayl In the Union outside
Sugar Shack. starting at 11 a.m.
123
COME LISTEN TO GREAT
1 23
MUSIC TONIGHT AT TED ' S
Kimmer' Holy Cow you re 21
WITH DJ SCOTT EDMUNDSON
already! Remember the old days
when you dated highschool
QB'S AND NO COVER ALL
hunks? Oh, or was that yesterNIGHT.
1123
day? Just joking! Have a great
day! Luv, your roomies t
Amy Allhart-This paSt semester
1 23.
has been a blast. Good luck with
everything. A-Phi love, Devon.
DELTA ZETA PHILANTHROPY
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 1/23
..ALL-GREEK" CALENDARS ARE
Nicole Conley: You' re a great
INI SEEK OUT A DELTA ZETA
FOR PURCHASING'!! THANK
Alpha Phi sister and it s been fun
YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT !
getting to know youl Alpha Phi
THE LADIES OF DEL TA ZETA.
love and mine, Kim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23

lvin and Hobbes

by Bil I Watterson

Sanna Mack-You're an awesome
Alpha Phil I couldn't ask for a better sister. A-Phi love and mine,
Nicole.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1~3
TAMEE, you are an awesome
Phil Get psyched for mitiationl
Alpha Phi love, Amy A
1/23
Janet Erdman : Get psyched for
this weekend. You 're an awe·
some Alpha Phil A P hi love,
Susan.
1123
Lambda Chi Alpha. I am so honored to have been chosen as
your cresent girl again. I know
this next yea! will be even better
than the last. I am looking forward
to Ill Love, Rebecca
1123
A-PHI Pledge Kirsta-Piedglng
with you has been great• This
weekend will be excellent! Alexis.
--,----,-,--,....---~1123
ANNA-BANANA: Happy 201 Get
psyched for tonight. Death will be
awaiting youl Love, B & M.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1/23
Michelle Manning, you're a
GREAT Alpha Phil Love, your
sister, Julie.
__,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
Kristy Hohulln, you're an awesome ALPHA PHI sister! Love,
Tonya.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23
Bridget Solon, You're an awesome A-Phil Get psyched for the
busy weeks ahead! A-Phi love.
Sarah.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ 1/23
Tonya Kreke, you are doing a
great job pledging. Activation is
almost here, get psyched! Alpha
Phi love and mine, Kristy.
U23
J~l-LL-sT=E=v-E~N.,...,S-:-y~o-u-A~R~E AN
AWESOME ALPHA PHI SIS. WE
ARE GOING TO HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND! LOVE. JODI G.
_ _________
t~3

Congratulations
to
Anna
VanScoyoc. Kris Himebaugh and
Jennifer Channell on making the
new fXi!:ltlllJ& ~rlil~er)ic Board
'fo1.1r Oelfa Zeta fiife~ are really
proud of you!
123
BRAD KIRK: Congratulahons on
being elected overall UB Coordinator. Your SIGMA NU brothers
are proud of you.
_ _ _ __ _ _____ 1123
CHERYL WAWRO AND JEFF
POPCORN " ANDERSEN To
two special friends, congratulations on getting lavallered. Love,
Schmel
1 23

Ellen Schovanec-your an awesome A-Phi pledge sister! I love
yal Jen Stuecheh.
1/23
T
..,.R,,,...A
- C'"'E=Y-:-c-=
R.,...,
IC..,..H....,E..,,
R..,,.
S..,,.
O_N_
:=
T hank
you for all of your support and
thoughtfulnes
is past year.
You're a wond
sweetheart!
igma Chi.
Love, the men
1/23
ckle (Cheryl
Congratulatio
Wawro) on b
lavaliered to
Popcorn (Jell
rsen) of Delta
Tau Delta. W
we you guys.
Amy, Sandi, Al
Melissa.
1123
GRINGA: WAK JP AND PLAY
WITH
US,
M OM!
OUR
BOYFRIENDS RE WAITING!
LOVE STICK 6 OBBIE.
1123
ANNE SCHM f
ZER: CONGRATS ON Ef\I RING I-WEEK.
YOU'LL MAK"'
BEAUTIFUL
ACTIVE. LOVE CHERYL.
_ _ _1/23
HEATHER WE TZEL: Hang in
there! Pledging Is almost overt APhi
love,
__
_Jodie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1123
Susan Slndles-l'm so glad we're
pledge sisters. Let's get psyched
for aotivatlonl A-Phi love, Michelle.
- - - - - _ _ _ _1/23
Jodi Goldasich Have fun this
weekend' Let's party it up! Alpha
Phi love, Meredith Day.
1/23
Kim Shaw: Good luck th i s
semester! Don't party too hardl
Alpha Phi love, Amie Wintjen.
- - - - - _ ___ 1/23
Melissa-This weekend will be a
blast! Alpha Phi's always have
fun! A-Phi love. Amy
.,..---,---..,..----...,...-1/23
- - . , , . --

-

_

___
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r..::a.tria I

~nQ1l:::11 ..nAt n~v~h.:art

fnr

µ,;<i9; Cia~ce,-w;·i1 'hav~-~-bail1
A-Phi love, Sanna.

_ _ _ 1123

Susan Rabin-congrats on getting
engaged to J.R We're very proud
of you!! A-Phi love. Sanna and
Jeannie.
_ _1/23
Kelly-Have a"{l1.ea1 day. I hope
you get 10 go 10 Drake soon APhi love and mine Bridget (GilH·
gan).
1~3

EIU -Eventsful calendar books on
sale for $1 for Student Appreciation
Day' In the Union outside the
Sugar Shack, staning at 11a.m

_

1123

WINTJEN ·HEV
WOMAN '
YOU ' RE
AN
AWESOME
PLEDG E AND A GREAT
FRIEND! ALPHA PHI LOVE Jen
Lee
1123

IMPROVE YOUR
CASH STOCK

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 d.eal !
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
•THE 1 FOR S1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Address: ________Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
51-fc AN[) H&R. AE£NT" ARe
f?l'30.JS5/f.l!J NHAT THIS
PR/f6NANCY TH/N(j 15
GOtMS 10IXJ10 HeR

c.tJJ?£&1i?. '

HEY.YeAH..
If?l/JN'T

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - -

THIN!<
OF THAT

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. wordsldays_ _ _ _ _ _-'Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

The Dally Eastern Ne

Thursd ay, January 23, 1992
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COACH
EDDY S
Panther Sport Sboppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

Marlow meets foe for the last time
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

It was the summer of their
eighth-grade when the two
wrestlers met for the first time.
Dave Marlow got the better of
Eric Roberson that day. Little did
either wrestler know they would
continue to match-up against each
other for years to come.
When Eastern 's senior co-captain Dave Marlow met Southern
lJlinois-Edwardsville's Eric Roberson Wednesday night, it marked
the end of a nine-year-old rivalry.
Once again it was Marlow who
got the better of Roberson.
In fact Marlow always got the
better of Roberson. In the 15 times
the two have met, Marlow has
won every match. But not by
much.
"Every single match has been
close.'' Marlow said.
Wednesdar night Marlow

Da1·e Marlow
defeated Roberson 9-4. ll will be
the last time the two will meet.
Both are seniors and Eastern will
not see Division II SIU-E the rest
of the season.

As far as Roberson is concerned
its good nddance.
"He's pretty much got my number.'' Roberson said. "Our matches
are usually close but he always
finds a way to beat me...
Marlow went to Herrin High
School and met Roberson four
times during his high school career.
The last time bemg their senior
year when Marlow knocked
Roberson out in the state sectionals.
"(Roberson) is really strong,"
Marlow said. " He doesn't make
too many mistakes."
Roberson said that Marlow is
just a good all around wrestler.
"He really has a good lower leg
attack." Roberson stated. "He beat
me on takedowns."
Neither wrestler will shed a tear
now that the rivalry is over. but
Marlow said their relationship
goes beyond JUSt wrestling.
"We 're· really pretty decent
friends."

Bulls sting Hornets from behind
CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP) - Michael Jordan
scored 23 points and his tie-breaking three-point
play with 8.3 seconds left gave the Chicago Bulls
their 11 th consecutive victory, 115-112 over the
Charlotte Hornets on Wednesday night.
The win improved Chicago's league-best record
to 35-5. It was the Bulls' 14th straight victory over
the Hornets since Charlotte won the first-ever meeting between the two teams.
The loss was the Hornets' fifth straight
Rookie Larry Johnson, who scored a career-high
31 points, gave the Hornets a 112-108 lead by kn if-

ing between two defenders for a bank shot with I: 18
remaining. But Jordan answered with a jumper in the
Jane, and after Johnson missed from the top of the
key. Horace Grant tied the game with a layup with
29.7 seconds left.
.
Johnson drove to the hoop on the Hornets' next
possession and lost control of the ball. Jordan
scooped it up. drove the length of the court and hit a
layup as he was fouled by Kendall Gill. then made
the free throw to complete the scoring.
Charlotte's Johnny Newman then put up a desperation 3-pointer that was partially blocked.

14 14 SIXTtt STRtCT IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARf
ONE 6LOCK NORTH Of OLD MAIN

a.t;L \)~~\
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MINI MADNESS SALE
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Crewneck.s & T-Shirts

CUSTOM MADE

EIU Jackets

NOW

Reforms
" From page 12
rates of student-athletes. but also the public's attitude of the student-athlete in collegiate sports.
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo said his initial
reaction is that the new first-year eligibility guidelines might deny some people who have the ability to earn a college degree a chance to earn it.
·•1t knocks out a lot of folks who might otherwise have an opportunity to g.o to college," said
Spoo. who is in the midst of his heaviest recruiting season of the year heading into next fall. his
sixth at Eastern. "Someone had a good point ...
that there b too much emphasis on test scores and
not enough emphasis on wha1 he's doing in the
classroom.

"You can never decide what's inside a person how hard he wants co make it."
Spoo agreed with Samuels' interpretation of the
affect the new guidelines might have on recruiting, specifying that the Division I schools will
take the top athletes who remain eligible with the
new specifications. thus leaving lesser athletes for
Division J-AA, Division II and Division Ill universities.
"Hopefully ... we can give a perception that
we're a academic school so that we·11 get the best
of whatever is left," Spoo said. "(But there will
be) a smaller pot to draw from. I'm not against the
higher standards. We have to take them. regardless."

Football Heavyweight Crews
500/o
Rugby Heavyweight Crews
50%
VolleyBall Heavyweight Crews
50%
Select EIU Heavyweight Crews
50%
All other EIU Incl. Basketball crews 300/o
& T~Shirts

Russell

Regulars .... 30°/o of

Sweatshirts
& Pants

Irregulars ......... $7®

As Seen on Canon's Tonight Show and
the Feature Film nThe Adam's Family" •••
McDonald's

•

II@

OPEN HOUSE SPECIAL:
Bring in any McDonald's
Collectors Cup & We'll
fi II it free!
(Your choice: soft drink or coffee)

Thursday, January 23rd Only
Offer Good Only at
CAMPUS (The Student's) McD's

1o~d Champions~ comedy Jugging teams
Thurs • .J"an. 23
8:00 pm.
Grand Ballroom

$I w/11•

$3 gen. admssn.

tickets avallahle at the door

1111

Thursday, January 23. 1992
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The Daily Eastern News
Black History Month
Essay Contest

Lunch Special:

Hoagy Steak w/ fries $2. 49

25

$2. Lite Quarts (on ice)

$1. 25 Large Drafts

1. Entries should be 500 words or less.
Essays should portray a person , a time
period, or an event - local or otherwise which promoted the advancement of
blacks. Essays may also address ways
in which a student could promote this
advancement in the future.

Tonight: 2 for $1 Pizza Slices

KAPPA DELTA RHO
INFORMAL RUSH
At the Phi Sigma Sigma
house in Greek Court

·~

TODAY 7:00

'liNTHER

-

LOUNGE

2. The contest is open to all students,
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.

p.m.

For rides and info: Call 345-3497

TONIGHT

()(:

Il
s,~

o

4. Judging will take place the week of
Feb. 14-20.

ATTED'S

5. Essays and photos of the top three
winners will be published on the editorial
page of The Daily Eastern News the
week of Feb. 24-28.

Tonight

25ft Beers -- Lowenbrau

50~

$1.50 Pitchers -- $3.00
·N o Cover -- All Nite
·

3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern news office no later than 4
p.m. Friday Feb. 13

Donators:

Come See D.J.

SCOTT
EDMUNDSON

Society of Collegiate
Journalists

- - - - - - Sfl!DEt\t 7\-pp1\£C/AT Ion -YA y

I'

800KSTORE

RATHSKELLER

Save 40-50% on
Selected Merchandise!
Register to win
Computer Softwaral
Check out a computer
exhibit In the
bookstore loungel

.25( Pizza Sllces
.25( Sodas
.254 Cookies
Register to win
Sandwich Makers and
Popcorn Poppersl

BOWUNG

ALLEY>!

1 /2 price bowling
from 6-10:30 pml

African American
Studies Department

- ----

SUGAR SHACK
.251t Popcorn and Pretzels

from 11am-2pmlll
Register to win Coupon
Books worth over $25111

-

.25C Buttons
.251t Friendship Bands

1.00 Leather Keychalns
Register to win a free
Poster Lamination and a
Craft.Workshop.lll

CHEQcCASHING
Free Check Cashing
All Day1 Register to
Win On•Way Bus
~ckflts tD Chlc.go.

~

I

41t Copies All Weekl

Register to win a
free Resume Packagell

STUDENT CENTER
Raglster to Win
Free Passes to

I

UB events-Movles,
Comedians, Concerts,
Shows, and much morel

SPECIAIS *ONEAWAYS

Bring In any McDonald's
Collectors cup and get
It filled for FREE I

*
- ENTERTAINMENT
*

..

Panthers wrestle way
to 5-1 record with win
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

The beal goes on for the
Eastern wrestling team.
The Panthers won their third
straight dual meet and improved
to 5-1 on the season with a
thrilling 27-12 win over
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
Wednesday night in Lantz Gym.
"Hop efully this will be a
momentum builder," Eastern
coach Ralph Mccausland said.
At 118, John Wentz sat out
with an injured shoulder, but
replacement Brandon Dougherty
won by forfeit. John Weber got
the meet off to an excicing start,
beating Southern 's Danny Chi 97 at 126. Weber scored seven
points in the final 34 seconds of
the second period to tie the score
ac 7-7. He then won the match
with a reversal with only four
seconds remaining for the twopoint win.
Senior co-captain Ray Serbick
improved to 14-6 on the season
with a 2-1 victory over Henry
Broussard at 134 and Dave
Marlow, the other co-captain,
beat long time rival Eric
Roberson 9-5 at 142.

Marlow downs longtime rival. See story
on page 10.
One of the more exciting
matches of the night was
between Bob Johnson of Eastern
and Rich Wilsie of Southern at
167. Trailing 8-2 in the third
period, Johnson mounted a furious comeback to win 12-11
despite a pinched nerve in his
neck.
" I was practically wrestling
with one arm," Johnson said. "I
just kept working to the right
side."
At 190. Stan Gress avenged an
earlier loss to Trevor Clark with
a 7-2 win. Clark defeated Gress
last Saturday in the Southwest
Missouri State Invitational.
"It was a big moral victory for
him," Mccausland said.
In the heavyweight division,
John Hilkey recorded his eighth
win in his last nine matches with
a fall over Tom Gain at I :21. It
was the only fall for the Panthers
on the night. Gain was a 190

DAN KOONCE/Photo
Eastem's 126 pound junior. John Weber, has his opponent, Danny Chi of SIU-E in trouble durin
Panthers 27-12 victory at Lant: Gym. Weber picked up a 9-7 win when he scored on a reversal with
seconds left in the match.
pounder that moved up to avoid as some things th at need takes, something they had
a forfeit.
"I feel real good," Hilkey said
about his current streak. "I didn't
think I was even going to wrestle
tonight."
Mccausland saw some good
things from his wrestlers as well

improvement.
"We wrestled well." Mccausland stated. "But we need to dictate the tempo instead of waiting."
Mccausland also said that his
team cut down on mental mis-

trouble with in past meets.
'Tm proud of the guys
hope we continue to w
well," Mccausland said.
Eastern will next corn
the Miami of Ohio Redskin
on Jan. 25.

Lady Panthers iri search of victory NeAA cnanges may
hurt Eastern athletic

By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

The Lady Panther basketball
team is looking for its second
win in the Gateway Conference
Thursday at Indiana State
University in Terre Haute. Ind.
Eastern. which enters the contest with 5-8 overall mark and a
J -3 conference standing, is coming off a 83-60 loss to conference foe Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
The Lady Sycamores, who are
8-5 overall and hold a 5-1 conference mark, have won six of
their last seven games. The only
loss in that time span was to
nationally ranked Southwest
Missouri State University.
"We are on a roll right now,"
said Indiana State head coach
Kay Reik. "Things are going real
well right now."
"We have a good team unity
and a real competitive attitude,"
Reik said. "We usually have a
couple players doing well each
game.
Although Indiana State will
have the home courr advantage,
Reik says that it will not play coo
much of a factor since it has
only had four home games all
season.
But she does believe that their
arena gives the opposition some
problems.
"Opposing teams do find it
hard to play here." Reik said.
"We have a facilit) that onl) has
bleachers on one side of the
gym. So the other side is open
which is different."
"It's tough to play over there."
Hilke said . "We'll ha\e to give it
a real solid effort for 40 minutes.

AV
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Conference

Conf.
Illinois State
Indiana State
SW Missouri St.
Southern Illinois
Drake
Wichita State
Bradley
EASTERN

Western Illinois
Northern Iowa

Overall

5-1
5-1
5-1
4-1

8·7

3-2

7-6
5-12
6-6
5-8

2-4
1-4
1-4
1-4

0-5

8-5
13·2
9-4

5-9

1-12

Thursday's games
EASTERN at Indiana State
Drake at Bradley
Northern Iowa at Western Illinois
~em

Uliaois al.llliJ:lQi.s..S.tate.

In their arena, the fans aren't
real close to the game and it
seems like you are playing in a
vacuum. (Indiana State) is more
comfortable there."
Putting the points on the
board for the Lady Panthers have
been senior Tracy Roller, who
averages over 14 points per
game and Hagerty, who averages
nearly 13 ppg. Hagerty is tied
for eighth in the nation in 3point field goal percentage, 50
percent (2 I -42). Her 86.8 percent (33-38) free throw percentage is I 7th best in the nation.
One of the factors to the Lady
Sycamore success has been the
play of senior Angie Eichhorst.
She is currently leading the
Gateway Conference in scoring
with 20.2 points per game and
has picked up the rebounding
slack. averaging I0.2 rebounds
per game. since Indiana State
lost its two leading rebounders

from last year.
Another key figure in the
Lady Sycamore starting line up
is sophomore point guard Hazel
Olden. She was named Gateway
Conference's Rookie of the Year
as well as being selected to the
first team All -Gateway Conference. She is second in the
Gateway in assists with 5.8 per
game.
Hilke said one of the keys to
the game is maintaining
Eichhorst and Olden.
" I think a lot rests on what
Nicky Polka can do with Hazel
Olden," Hilke said. "(Olden) is
very quick and very smart. And
can Sheriel Brown play defense
on Eichhorst inside. Those are
probably the keys for us.
"They play hard,"' Hilke said.
"They come after you. They pass
and shoot well and that is something our defense needs to pay
attention to."
Hilke added that practices
have been really productive.
"I think we have been playing
better," Hilke said. "The kids
who have been bringing up the
level of practice are Heather
Youngman. Carolyn Hagerty and
Nicky Polka. They have really
pushed us the last couple practice sessions. Hopefully they'll
get us going."
"Right now the t\\O records
show that maybe the favor
should be in our corner:· Reik
said. "As of late. Eas1ern has
been playing very well and I
look for (Thursday) night to be a
very competitive game. Any
time these two teams play each
other. you can just throw all the
stat sheets out the the \\ indo\\.."

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Staff writer

Just when coaches were getting used to Proposition 48
guidelines. the NCAA presidents
decided to change it.
When adopted in 1986, Prop.
48 required that for an incoming
freshman to have first-year eligibility, he must have a cumulative "I've got no problem with l
grade point average of 2.0. If core courses. The kids can
not, he or she would be termed a those. But a 2.5 is a little
"Prop. 48" athlete. sit out his or lous when comparing dim
her first year and thus have just school systems.
"A 2.5 in one system mi
three years of eligibility remaina lot different than a 2.
ing.
Now, though, with the reform another system. I think it u
movement in college athletics ly criticizes a student-at
reaching full stride. NCAA pres- because regular students
idents voted a few weeks ago at admitted (below a 2.5)."
Samuels. who is in his
the NCAA Convention to up the
guidelines to a 2.5 GPA, includ- year as Eastern 's head c
ing a minimum ACT score of L7 added that the new guide
will negatively affect Ea
or SAT score of 700.
High school graduates can from a recruiting standpoint.
··1 think it will narrow
remain eligible with a 2.0 G PA,
but then must score higher on number of kids available,
their entrance exams - a 2 1 on said. "I think it will hurt a
the ACT or 900 on the SAT. The like Eastern because there
new guidelines run on a sliding be a fewer number of stu
available.··
scale.
Spc1:ifi1:ally. ~ince fev.er
Also implemented last week
was a requirement for college- dent-athletes will be avail
bound high school students to the upper-echelon Divis1
complete 13 hours of college universities will draw the
core course work. up from 11 athletes. leaving schools
hours in previous legislation. Eastern with fewer choices.
The move~ are the late
Both legislative guidelinel> will
be put into effect starting Aug. I. what the NCAA is calltn
reform movement. implem
1995.
··My initial reaction is that a to raise not only the gradu
1.5 is a little stiff.'" said Eastern
" Co11ti1111cd 011 pagi· I
basketball coach Rick Samuels.
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Budgeting Woes
Students find different ways to pay
bills and manage college money
By IAURA DURNEll
Staff writer

j

x
0

Some students will do anything not to
pay the rent.
(
Just ask Mike Carlyle, owner of Carlyle
Apartments. As Carlyle awaited for one
student resident to receive his grant-in-aid
money which would pay the rent, that student had other ideas. After receiving the
money he skipped town.
"We do have good experiences with
our students, but sometimes these things
happen," Carlyle said. "That's life."
Although not all students who find
themselves tight in money and can't pay
the rent skip town, it may be a common
thought. Budgeting money while living offcampus is something some students adapt
to well and some not so well.
"I don't think it (living in an apartment)
has
cost me too much more, but what it's
D
cost has been worth it," said Stacy
Krueger, a junior psychology and English
major residing in Olde Towne Apartments. "When you live in dorms you are
bound by the constraints of the halls."
Besides having back-up funds in her
savings account, each semester Krueger's
parents send her a check for $1,400; now
for the next five months or so she must
0 budget that money to pay for rent, utilities
and any emergencies which might suddenly appear.
"The benefits out weigh the cost, but
you have to be the type of person to take
on responsibility," Krueger said. "After all,
you could spend it (money) all on pizza."
If a student is not used to living with a
budget, sometimes rent money mostly
ends up in the hands of the pizza delivery
person or local bartender. Economics professor Lawrence Bates said the reason
some students have difficulty budgeting
their money while living off-campus is
because they have never been accustomed
to paying for rent and goods on their own.
"It can be a real shock,., Bates said.
"The major problem is they've never had
to do it, never been responsible for their
own money. It takes a while for them to
become accustomed."
Some of the "shock" and strain students find while budgeting can include
signing a lease for the first time and financial problems their pa:ents may face if

1

@

0

there are other children in college.
'"Sometimes they (the students) are concerned with the financial obligations their
parents have," Bates said.
Bates stresses that the greatest problem
overall for budgeting is having a car down
at the university. Bates said if a student
has a car they not only have to think
about their rent, utilities and food, but also
car payments, insurance payments, fuel
and repairs.
"All that combined becomes more than
they can manage," Bates said, adding that
in some cases cars have been and are necessary, "but in others they aren't and are a
real challenge for a budget."
"If they (students) can do without it (a
car) they are going to save a huge amount
of money," Bates continued. He estimated
that the dollar amount saved by not having
a car on campus could range from $50 to
$150 a month. "That's a big chunk out of
anybody's budget."
Carlyle said that generally 90 percent
of the time the money he receives for rent
comes directly from the tenant's parents,
and that's the way he prefers it. The reason being is that the desire the student
may have to spend has decreased.
"Many times when they get the money
in their hands it's more than what their
used to, and they might spend it on beer
or records instead," Carlyle said. "When
students sign we want a parent guarantee
the rent will be paid so the parents are as
legally bound as the student."
"I think it depends a lot on the students.
There are a lot of people who cannot, in
my view, follow an extremely close budget. But they must, absolutely must, look
at the bigger things coming up."
While Bates said it is not necessary that
students keep track of every single penny
they should have a close estimate of costs
per month.
Junior Economics major Jeff Wong
who resides in Park Place apartments said
he has no set budget plan. "Whenever
there's a bill I pay it. We (Wong and his
roommates) pretty much know what
everything is going to cost."
Krueger added she doesn't sit down
and make a list and just estimates what
everything will cost. 'Tm pretty tight with
my money anyway."
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Jerry's Pizza: A basic
necessity of Eastern
Life!

KEVIN KILRtJFFER/Staff photographer

enson Hall residents from left Debbi Habben. junior speech communications; Sheron
th, senior. history/political science, Deborah McEldowney. senior, elementary education
r studied last Thursday night in their suite.

os and Cons of Student housing
" I think that the ultimate
responsibility 1s to live on your
own. said Sophomore Julie
pproximately 5.600 stu- Kresl Kresl is planing on moving
are currently living in uni- into a house with nine friends
housing, according to Lou next year.
n. Eastern's housing direc"I think it's kind of a way of
being educated. I'll be learning
"This is the highest number of about dealing with a landlord,
nts in university housing, paying bills and cleaning. All of
that will be necessary when I get
. he said.
I think the large number of into the real world," Kresl said.
Even though living off-campus
ts living on-campus is due
lhe recent university additions can be a valuable experience in
Greek court and University growing up, some have learned
nts," Henken said.
or will learn there is added stress
Despite the large numbers on- of having to figuring out how to
us, approximately 4.400 split up the bills and paying them
have decided to live off- on time.
Tlie many demands and
For many students, living off- responsibilities that come with
is an exciting alternative living off-campus are having to
lving in the residence halls. shop for food and cook meals on
ver, both living arrange- a daily basis, completing househave positive and negative hold chores and fixing anything
which need to be consid- that requires some household
when deciding where to service or attention.
Andrews Hall counselor
One of the greatest reasons Barbara Busch cannot undernts have for living off-cam- stand why so many students feel
ts to gain a feeling of inde- that all of these stresses are
worth it. just to be out of the res-

idence halls.
" Living in the dorm is (a)
plus," Busch said. "Everything is
done for you, your meals are
cooked, your bathroom is
cleaned and you have easy
access to laundry rooms."
Busch said that she cannot
see what anyone would have to
complain about, besides their
room mate.
Not everyone agrees with
Busch because food service and
dorm restrictions are two major
reasons students have for moving out of the residence halls.
"I became tired of dorm food ,
paying for food I don't eat and
being yelled at by an RA. I felt
like I was living with my mom,"

$2.00 OFF
Any Large
Jerry's Pizza Pizza Delivered
with coupon
& Pub

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT, INC.
1408 Sixth Street 2 l 7 /345-6533
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Kresl said.
Students also have many reasons they like living in the residence halls. One of the more
common reasons is to meet people. and make friends.
"What I like most about living
in the residence halls is always
having people around to talk to
That way you're never lonely,"
said sophomore Katie Magoon.

• Oldetowne Apts
·Polk Ave. Apts

rough thick and thin. rain,
sleet and hail, the mailare not the only people
keep on delivering .
rn resident assistants are
sure that life in the resie halls are as pleasant as
le
~e are here to enforce the
to the best of our ability,"
d Sophomore Kirsten
rd, who just became an RA
January. "We are also here
be a resource person and
sure things run smoothBut. despite their enforce! capacity, RAs are friends
their floor and many of them
what they do.
1have a dedication to the
mg program and a belief in
• the program stands for,"
Senior Jon Dietrich who's
RA for four seme ters
relationship 1:rnd
p with my fl
th
th r RA

de t Ass1~tant arc
1strators. counselors.
fnends, and also pro
mers of activities, said
ck Bradley, assistant direcof the housing office.
(RAs) have a good balance

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

45-0LDE

s express their duties and challenges
of duties. I would hate it if the
job was totally administration ,··
Bradley said.
The resident assistants have
to return to school a couple of
weeks before the students in the
fall and just a couple of days in
the spring for orientation, special seminars and training.
"The students don't realize
what we go through. with the
night duties and paperwork
even before they get to campus." said Lisa McCarthy. a second semester RA
They are required to take
Educational Psychology 4 790
to discuss specific topics and
give information that may have
been too great in detail to discuss during orientation. Bradley
said.
"This is an on-the-job-training position and there is just so
much you can teach. .. he
added .
Thi ough special on- and o fffloor programming decorating
the bulletin boardi; and g1vmg
th I
dhve a
RA
tom ke
ir
el t home
Thi
a learning exper
ence and 1t 1s very challenging
coming up with ideas and things
the residents will en.ioy.·· Buford
said.
The Housing Office provides
RAs with financial incentives by
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Discount Specials !

$19
Glasses
Exam

2 Pairs of Contacts

$9')
COMPLETE
WTIHEXAM

INCLUDES:
Our 11.andard daily wear son
lenses, • thorouah exam, cold
care kit, instruclions for uso
and care and 30 days
follow-up care

1/3 Off
Complete Glasses
(framec; & lenses)

904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of
OLD MAIN
Or. Steven H. Ulne, OD.

Roommates adjust to different lifestyles
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

When two strangers are put
together and confined to four
wall for any amount of time,
there is a possibility of problems
arising.
Most of the problems residents have in student housing are
tedious ones, said Shannon
Barber, a past resident assistant.
"The first semester was the
hardest," said Tiffani Taylor, a
freshman art major and Andrews
resident. A person must adjust to
how the other person lives
she added.
"You can't live with somebody
who is morally and ethically different from you," said Deidre
Rowan, a sophomore history
major.
University Housing tries its
best to provide what students
want, said Kevin Cannon, assistant director of student housing.
The University Housing Office
provides a survey that tries to
make good matches between
two or more students by asking
various questions about their

Residence halls
provide plenty
of recreation
By EVETIE PEARSON
Guide editor

Who says living in the residence halls are boring?
The RAs go out of their
way to make sure that all the
residents are satisfied educationally and socially through
the various programming they
give to their residents.
"This is an academic community and we feel that it is
our responsibility to make
sure that people enjoy living
in the residence hall," said
Terry Tumbarello, resident
assistant in Carmen hall. "We
are trying to accommodate
their lifestyle."
There are a variety of programs that cultivate student's
minds as well as entertain
their funnybone.
"We hold lip sync contest,
talent shows and even play
such games as name that
tune," said Derrick Jones, resident assistant in Douglas
Hall.
"We hold both educational
and social program from
things as simple as a pizza
party to something as extravagant as a talent show. We also
host all of the things in
between," Tumbarello said.
The residents can take
advantage of the piano room,
weight room and pinball and
video games in the lobby of
Carmen, said Kirsten Buford,
resident assistant in Carmen
Hall.
"We have magazines,
games, sports equipment and
tools that the residents can
check out," Buford said. "We
also sell ice cream for their
eating enjoyment.
The educational programs
spread from Aid, alcohol and
drug prevention to cultural
diversity. Tumberello said.
"We feel that these are the
type of programs the residents want and all the questions the residents will have
can be answered at the program," Jones said.

lifestyles and living habits.
The housing surveys ask questions which are important to their
roommate's living habits as to
whether they smoke and are they
a night owl or an early to bed
person, Ruscitti said. The surveys
are to benefit the students
Ruscitti said. "lt's great that two
totally diverse people have the
opportunity to get to know one
other."
To help students in residence
halls cope with many of the
problems facing college students,
RHA formed two committees,
Back to Basics and BondRevenue.
The Back to the Basics program was formed to help combat
aU problems in residence haU living, Ruscitti said.
"The changes that are occurring in food service aU over campus was implemented according
to what the students wanted
when they filled out the food service surveys." said Ruscitti.
Bond-Revenue, the other
committee formed by RHA recommends the housing rates,
Ruscitti said.

ln addition to services provided by RHA, Cannon said this is
the organization which students
need to talk to whenever they
have a problem.
Mike Gallardo, a senior music
education major. said he has had
problems in the past but was
never assigned a roommate.
"Nit-picky things can get out of
hand and lack of communication
is a big problem," Galiardo said.
However, there are residents
of student housing who have
never had any problems.
A resident of Taylor Hall, Dan
Higgins said getting along with
his room mate came naturally,
and Eric Bochantie, a Carman
hall resident, said he has been
assigned a roommate and hasn't
had any problems thus far.
It's better to get past your differences and find similarities like
sports and music, said Dan
Blankenship, a senior industrial
technology major.
Kristin Campbell, a sophomore education major, said the
best way to avoid problems is to
spend time with friends and get
out of the room once in a while.

Resident offenses, damages
have various punishments
By JACENTA WIISON
Staff wricer

When choosing whether
or not t-o live in dorms you
have to consider just how
residence hall justice is
served.
"There is no fixed punishment for offenses because
each student is at a different
point in the game," Liz
Schafer, judical assistant said.
"Fines are one of the possibilities," Schafer said, "the
maximum fine are $50."
That number does not
apply if a student damages
more expensive university
property. "Some people confuse the $50 with resolution," said Schafer.
A students judical record is
kept for five years. After
that time the file is
destroyed.
"If a student is expelled or
suspended we keep the file,"
Schafer said, "We need to
know if a person is allowed
to come back or not."
"No one can just walk in
and see your record,"
Schafer said, "Records are
protected under the Berkley
Amendment."
Your record does not
effect your choice of residence halls, but people with
extensive records will be
watched to make sure they
are doing alright, she said.
Eastern does put students
on housing probation, where
students are giving a chance
to change and if no change
has occurred they are not
allowed to utilize university
housing.
"During the fall semester
33 students were on housing
probation." Schafer said.
"Forty-five students were on
probation in 1989-90 and
51 students in 1988-89 .''
"That· s not bad considering that there are 10,000
students on campus." said

Schafer.
Schafer said that your judical record will not affect your
choice of housing on campus.
''The majority of students
who get in trouble only do
minor offenses,"
said
Schafer.
Students do have the
option of appeal.
There are two different
boards, the Judical Board,
which is served on by students who live in the university housing, and the
University Judical Board, that
consists of school officials
and students.
The length of appealing a
case is one to two weeks.
Some students sign a hearing
waiver and just accept what
the hall counselor has given
them.
Mary Wilson, hall counselor from Carman said that
students are given different
punishments depending on
their number of past offenses.
"Student are assign educational boards, on subjects like
alcohol or whatever the
offense," said Wilson
''We have a warning card
system that we use," Wilson
said, "we send them a letter
notifying them and have
them review the rules and
regulations."
For the second offense
they go to the hall counselor
and punishments are given
out.
RA's usually file the
grievance but, they do not
handle the cases.
When monetary fines are
given the money is not pocketed by the RA or counselor.
it is put into the general revenue funds for the university.
All residence halls recommend that students review
the handbooks. so that
everyone is under the same
understanding.
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Jim Wood,
Broker
EOUAL HOUSING OPPO

INDEPENDENTlY OWNED
AND OPERATED

CARLYLE
APARTMENTS
Student Apartments
For 2, 3 & 4 People
Some Available Now or Fall
Also Summer Only Leases
OFFICE AT 820 LINCOLN ST.
Open 9-5 M-F, 9-3 S

348-7746

Campus Square Apartmen
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
for 2-3 Students
Your own bedroom in modern building
Quiet Location
Convenient - 2 blocks to EIU
NO Extra charge for parking
1O month leases
Call RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100 3 pm - 9
Office Open daily 3-6 pm at 1107 Third St.
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The men of Lambda Chi Alpha would like
to recognize the following brothers for their
academic excellence for the Fall of 1991.

3.51-4.00
Paul Genovese
Eric Hurelbrink
Doug Koester

3.00-3.50
Kolin Brown
Mitch Gibson
Tom Jaminski
Rich Miller
Tim Turpin
Ken Krause
Mike Ring

Steve Daniels
Mike Haase
Jeff Ludwig
Derek Poitivent
Rich Allen
Jim Lawrence
Aaron Small

Night Assistants: Someone
who will watch over you
By :\A~CY

BACO~

Stafl \\ nier

Dan Koonce P 1 :>to e<lttor

and salad can be an economical meal for college students whether in the residence halls
the apartments.

ourmet meals at a gormand price
dents looking for eco1cal and tasty gourmet
are urged to roll back
tm f011 and dig in with
and easy oven delights.
Darren Poorman, IGA
t manager.
The Banquet. Le Menu
Hungry Man oven and
rowaveabie meais are
popular and only bet$2 and $4," Poorman

e said these meals come
rieties from fish. chickand mash potatoes to the
e appetizing cuisine of
parmesan. filet mignon
salisbury steak.
Students don't have to be
urmet chef or really even

know how to cook to enjoy
these fulfilling meals. Each
fast and delicious meal comes
complete with easy to follow
instructions.
Poorman said the dinner
supplements Hamburger
Helper and Tuna Helper are
popular choices of students.
"Those sell really good We
also have the little rice in the
package. which always does
u
..J
weu, t'Oorman sam.
For the more advanced
cooker, spaghetti and garlic
bread 1s an easy to make and
very delicious, fun and even
romantic meal if served with
Caesar salad under a candle
lit dinner
When it's time for desert,
students should keep it short
and simple. Ice cream in any
form, shape or fashion is
tt
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always a sure pleasure. Poorman said ice cream sandwiches are always a big hit
anytime
For the mediocre desert
cooker, the ready made
Pillsbury Doughboy chocolate
chip cookies are an excellent
choice for the student who
craves fresh, hot cookies but
doesn't want to endure the
grueling labor of fixing the
-- -•·:- , ____
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just doesn't know how.
Poorman said IGA offers
specials all the time for the
thrifty student with health
appetites.
.. The best thing would be
for them to compare prices
(at various stores) and keep
their eyes open for the good
buys, .. Poorman said.

You may wonder, who are
those individuals lurking
around inside the residence
hall lobbies al all hours of the
night and into wee hours in
the morning?
They' re the night assistants
and their job entails ensuring
safety to the residents while
enforcing policies in the residence halls.
"These policies include visitation and escort rules ,'' said
Jill Volk. supervisor of the
night assistant staff for
Lawson and Taylor.
Each hall has at least one
night assistant, and adjoining
halls have one night assistant
between the hours of 3 and 5
a.m., but there are two night
assistants are on duty from
midnight to 3 a m.
The night assistant staffs
varies from hall to hall, Volk
said.
These workers apply at the
hall of their choice and have
to go through an interview
given by th"' supervisor of
night assistants within that
hall, she said
The assistants sit by the
entrance doors of the hall and
watch to make sure that
everyone who enters is a resident of that hall.
They also do outside
rounds on the average of
once an hour and they are in
constant contact with the
University Police Department
by a radio they carry along
with them, Volk said.
"One of the advantages of
0

being a night assistant 1s the
quiet time." Volk said.
"The hours between 2:30
a .m. and 5 a .m. are the quietest , so the night assistants
have time to do their homework." she added.
Bob Motz, a junior
accounting major, has been a
night assistant for two
semesters. He describes
some aspects of the job as
dangerous.
"You put yourself in some
situations you don't want to
be in, " he. said
There are six night assistants employed by Taylor/Lawson and they usually work
eight hours a week plus weekends
A big disadvantage of the
job is dealing with the drunk
people who come in,•· Volk
said.
Jason McGraw, a sophomore Chemistry ma1or, has
been a night assistant for
three semesters
McGraw said , "I must say
that occasionally some people
will come in and say rude
things about the night assistants and give me a hard
time, but from my experience , I have found that for
every rude person there are
two peopie who go out of
their way to be nice and say
hello And that is the truth.''
.. Some of the women do
not respect the job that we
are doing. but we are there to
prote~t them as well as .everyone else," Motz said.
"We take pride in what we
do."

reek Court successful to greeks, adnlinistration and catnpus
Black greeks ponder Greek Court possibilities
t three short years ago
Court was only a con
not even m the planning
Al first the ideas of having
greek houses together
met by much opposition
th e fraternities and
nt1es involved, but after
I consideration. a model
became adopted," said
n Sullivan. Greek Court
MSOr
Eastern's Greek System is
on a plan that originatat Bowling Green
rsity, in Bowling Green,
, Sullivan said.
The University has had
h success with this system
ogetherness with a quarter
he school's population
nging to a fraternity or
nly.
According to Kelly Miller,
eek Court coordinator,
tern is having the same
cess rate.
Within the past two years.
tern's system has grown
a 13 percent greek popon to a steadily increasing
ercent. she said.
This figure places Eastern
ong the fastest growing
ek systems in° the nation ,
r added .

By ELDO~ BOYD
Maff \\nter

Greek Court, the suburb
of Eastern for white greek
organizations, have extended
the opportunity to build
smaller housing for traditional black greek organizations,
but greeks have made no definite decisions.
Dwayne Smith, Graduate
Adviser for Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity, said although his
organization lacks the number needed to have housing
on Greek Court. he thinks
that it would be something
good if a black fraternity or
sorority became a part of
greek court.
" It would be a good
opportunity for black greeks," Smith said
··1 can see it coming
because black greeks are
speaking out," he added.
According to Lou Henken
Court began in the fall of
1988. and is still continuing
today. It is a four step development process with three of
the stages complete.
According to Sullivan.
"each building phase consists
of four buildings and each

director of housing, black
greek organizations are not
showing interest.
Henken said that he
attended a National PanHellenic council meeting last
October and told the representatives of their organizations in order to have a
house built for them they
would have to submit a letter
to him.
Since then Henken said
that he has heard a lot of talk
about it but only two organizations came to him, but
their has been no follow up.
"I would very much like to
have blacks in Greek Court,"
Henken said.
"We cannot commit hundreds of thousands of dollars
to Greek Courts without the
interest from organizations,"
Henken added.
Alpha Kappa Alpha was
one of the organizations who

contacted Henken and asked
to be put on a waiting list.
" I thmk that Greek Court
should accommodate all
greek students at the university," said Marnita Harris,
member of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority.
Harris said that her organization has not discussed
the issue of Greek Court this
semester yet.
Henken said that the unive rs 1 t y is willing to build
smaller units for black greeks
smce their membership 1s not
as large as white greeks.
He also said that the
smaller units would be built
around Greek Court to house
at the least 15 people.
The building of Greek
Court for black organization
is not in effect yet simply
because the black greeks are
not showing enough mterest
according to Henken

building consists of two houses.
The first organization to
move in was Pi Kappa Alpha.
who made their move in
November of 1988 after their
chapter house was inadvertently destroyed in a fire.

Greek Court is not funded
by student activity fees which
is a common misconception
among many students, but the
money for Greek Court is
allocated through the state
budget and by way of bond
revenues.

Students in Greek Court
pay the same fees as someone living in a Residence
Hall, Miller said.
According to Miller, each
house is provided with three
daily meals just like the other
students who live on campus.
Fraternity and sorority
members wake up to the
smell of warm sweet rolls and
doughnuts. while lunch, on
the other hand is available to
the member by using any one
of the resident hall food services, Miller said
And member enjoy the
privilege of having their dinner served fresh and hot in
their houses as well. she
added.
Dwellers in Greek Court
housing are under the jurisdiction of the University. but
there are no R.A.'s, therefore
not nightly rounds.
Each house is appointed a
grad assistant, a counselor
and in some cases. a "house
morn" who helps maintain
high standards of living.
The
Inter-Fraternity
Council also helps to maintain
a top notch greek system.
"So far there are no
serious problems with any of
he houses and overall. the
system is very well accepted
among the member of the fraternities and sororities." Miller
said.
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Garbage Disposals

24 Hr. Maintenance
Dishwasher
Swimming Pool
Jacuzzi
Basic Cable Paid
Onsite Management

CALL TO VIEW OUR UNIQUE
APARTMENTS TODAY!!
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Nantucket

RITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
EARLY BIRD SIGNING BONUS
NJOY...
FOUR FUN-FILLED DAYS AND THREE TROPICAL
NIGHTS IN FLORIDA* AS OUR GUEST AT ONE
OF THREE BEAUTIFUL FLORIDA RESORTS.
1. Sheraton Palm Coast, chosen Sheraton Resort of the
Year 1990.

2. Hollywood Beach Hilton, on the beach at
Hollywood, Florida.

3. Resident Inn by Marriot at Orlando,
5 minutes to Disney World's main gate.
*See provision on printed travel voucher. Transportation, meals, taxes, tips extra.
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3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
.

•MICROWAVE
•OVEN & RANGE
•WASHER & DRYER
• 2 1/2 BATH
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DISHWASHER
REFRIGERATOR
CENTRAL A/C
DECK OFF LIVING ROOM

SPONSORED BY BRITTANY RIDGE
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
CALL JIM WOOD,
BRITTANY RIDGE HOA MGR
CENTURY 21 WOOD, 345-4489
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
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Renter beware:
Know the facts before signi
ByJK\IIE RILEY
Staff \\'Ilter

KEVIN 1'.JLHUFFE.R/Scatt photographer

Stevenson Hall residents from left Kelly Casey, junior., business management; Shawn Haack,
senior, industrial technology; Chuck Huettinger, senior; industrial technology; Todd Gawronski,
senior. industrial technology majors; relaxing in their suite fast Thursday night while watching
the Simpsons on T.V.

Subleasing creates problems for some
By JULIETIE MURAWSKI
5t.1ff Wrill'r

Students who rent either apartments or
houses in the community occasionally need to
rent their living quarters to another person and
this process of renting is sometimes referred to
as subleasing.
The process of subleasing is similar to the
agreement that a tenant renting from the
owner would adhere to, but instead involves
the original leasor and an additional renter not
on the original contract.
S4bleasing agreements are usually necessary
when a' tenant is not going to be reslaing at
their contracted residence for a substantial
period of time. Most often students need to
sublease their rented space in the summer
months, if they have signed a year-Jong lease
with the property's owner and will not be
residing in the residence for the summer.
The subleasor who lives in the residence of
another renter are taking all responsibilities of
that renter, including rental fees, possible security deposits and any resulting damages during

their stay.
Scott Marsh, resident manager of Park
Place Apartments advises, "students who are
subleasing should at least collect a security
deposit and get something in writing from the
subleasor. If there is no written agreement
between the original leasor and the subleasor
that creates problems for them both."
Renters who sublease their apartments without notifying the owner of the property can be
penalized and this puts the original leasor in
jeopardy with the owner as well as the subleasor.
Fran Rowles , .. property man~ger of
Lincolnwo6d/P.inetree Apartments ·said, "It is
the responsibility of every renter to find a subleasor for their apartment if they are in need,
but we (the management) do everything in our
power to assist them if they are having difficulty. n
"We do advise students to advertise in the
paper and on bulletin boards to find prospective subleasor, there are usually few complaints
or problems after their subleasor has signed
their agreements," added Rowles.

There's more to renting than
just signing a lease, but sometimes information you need may
be hard to come by.
Although landlords don ' t
always want to tell renters their
exact rights. they are bound to
law to inform tenants about their
rights and responsibilities as tenants. Landlords also have certain
rights and responsibilities that
must be respected by renters.
The first step to insure your
rights as a tenant aren't abused is
to get everything promised to
you in writing. Although a lease
isn't always necessary, it's the
best way to protect yourself, said
Jim Wood. Century 21 real
estate agent.
Eviction isn·t something a
renter should worry about if a
lease has been signed, unless the
conditions of the contract were
violated. However, a landlord
must notify a tenant of eviction
30 days in advance, Wocxi said.
In special cases. though, a landlord has to notify the tenant only
five or ten days in advance.
Tenants also have certain
rights to privacy. That means a
landlord can 't use his keys to
admit himself to an apartment
without prior notice, according to
Wocxi.
However, if the landlord tries
to contact the tenant and has a

gocxi reason to enter the
ment, for example. to fix
thing. he has the right to do
City laws prohibit all
discrimination in renting
ments. including race.
sexual preference discri ·
A landlord cannot ref
rent to people because
black, gay or female. U a
thinks he or she may ha~
discriminated against. th
line of recourse is the law.
A renter should also
renter's insurance to p
belongings in case of fire
glary. Before buying i
student should see if his
parent's insurance pr
renter's insurance for
"A lot of times, coll
don't have to have renter's
ance, they may get co
from their parent's home
insurance, " said R1
Engelkes. American F
Insurance agent.
Another thing renters
concerned about is the
any deposit made when ·
lease. The best way to i
prompt refund of a de
have the return date wri
the lease, said Wocxi.
A landlord can kee
deposit, or part of it, to
damages to the apartment
cover any unpaid rent. In
word, plan on paying
month's rent if you w
deposit back.
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